Dynapac is an international manufacture of compaction and paving equipment. 2007, Dynapac became a part of Atlas Copco. Since the foundation of the company in 1933 at Stockholm, we have been focusing our efforts on supplying the best in terms of machine performance and overall economy in our business: the competitive industry of building and construction.

Dynapac have production facilities in Sweden, Germany, France, Brazil, USA and China, where solutions are created on a solid foundation of research and expertise. As we take responsibility for the success of our customer’ business, we always provide all the support needed to make sure the equipment is used with optimal efficiency.

Dynapac Tianjin factory is the No.8 producing unit of Dynapac AB. All of the facility of workshop is according to Sweden HQ’s standard. Tianjin factory produce the single drum roller, tandem roller and track paver. All of the employee who is working on the assembly line took the training in Sweden and Germany factory, it make sure that we offer the same quality and same standard product with Sweden and Germany. Our target of china factory is to present the best product for globe, not only china.

Gator Machinery Company, a US company, specializes in designing, manufacturing and selling mining machinery as well as environmentally protective machinery. The Company’s headquarter is based in Los Angeles, California, USA.

Shanghai Gator Machinery Co, Ltd. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Gator Machinery Company. The company operates with its own highly qualified management team. In addition, the company employs highly experienced technical personal to incorporate all the advanced technology provided by the parent company in the designs of our feeders, screens, washers and grinders which are sold throughout United Stated and Latin America. Shanghai Gator Machinery Co., Ltd. has the ability and the technical expertise in designing all types of single unit and production line in accordance with the demands of the market.

In recent years, Shanghai Gator Machinery Co., Ltd. Imported advanced technologies from the United States. With the new information, the company is able to design and manufacture high manganese steel jaw and high chromic casing plate striker using anti-friction materials. These newly developed products are sold throughout United States.
With the increasing demands of production line on the domestic market, Shanghai Gator Machinery Co., Ltd. is aggressively in introducing and creating a home market with its mining machinery, such as feeders, screens, washers and grinders as well as anti-friction materials. All of which have been very successful on the United States & Latin America markets.

Based on a successful history of over 30 years MTS Sensors, a company of MTS Systems Corporation, Minneapolis (USA), was the first to employ the principle of magnetostriction for position measurement. The absolute, non-contact position sensors with Temposonics® technology are well established world-wide. The absolute, non-contact Temposonics® sensors are made for harshest environments. They measure linear motions contactless, hence absolutely wearless. With utmost accuracy, stable linearity and unrivalled repeatability these sensors offer smooth operation for many years without downtimes or re-calibration. MTS Temposonics® sensors are designed to ensure the highest available level of reliability combined with protection against shock, vibration and temperature variations. The double hermetically sealed electronics is a warranty for high operating safety and EMC. Installed on the machine outside or integrated into a fluid cylinder, Temposonics® offer high flexibility of application due to a variety of shapes, analog and digital interface modules, various position magnets and user-specific software.

Multi-Wing® - The world’s leading manufacturer of axial flow fans
For more than 50 years Multi-Wing has provided tailor-made axial fan solutions in our primary markets:
radiators and engine cooling, ventilation and refrigeration. Almost three generations of design, testing and expertise across a spectrum of applications have made Multi-Wing the recognized leader in axial-flow fans. 

At Multi-Wing we start with a design customized for your application, building each fan from the highest quality components. High-strength, die-cast aluminum hubs are combined with our high-efficiency blade profiles – sickle, airfoil, increasing arc, broad paddle and true reversing – molded in engineered thermoplastics or die cast in aluminum. Machining, assembly, trimming and balancing are performed to tight tolerances under controlled conditions to create the perfect fan for your needs.

In 2004 Multi-Wing (Suzhou) Co., Ltd. was established to provide China with the same high quality industrial impellers and superior service to the Chinese and the Asia Pacific markets. Multi-Wing’s global reach extends from Europe to Australia, and from Africa and the Americas through 26 distributors and sister companies. No matter where in the world you need a Multi-Wing fan, you can count on our expertise in delivering a high-quality, tailor-made solution. Multi-Wing combines superior engineering, outstanding customer service and an unparalleled attention to detail in production to provide the best product in the industrial fan business. We will ensure that your custom fan selection is built to perform and delivered when you need it.

**STF Hydraulic Transmissions Co., Ltd.** is a professional manufacturer devoted to researching and developing hydraulic motors. STF brings in advanced equipments, and all products are featured with stable performance, innovative design and superior quality. The main products contain ITM, STFC, STFD and OMZ Series.

To the convenience of operating, we design our motors to be easy fixing and high compatibility. Our ITM, ITMS, STF, CRM, OMZ series are featured with highly efficient, exhibiting a wide range of speeds, low speed stability, shock absorption, and compatibility with various systems. These characteristics make them perfectly suited to extensive areas such as ship building, light industry, coal mining, construction, petroleum and so on.

STF--goal to be best Chinese motors in the world.
Atlas Copco (Shenyang) Construction & Mining Equipment Ltd. was originally founded in 1937, and being the first manufacturer of pneumatic rock drills and pneumatic tools in China in 1955, Atlas Copco (Shenyang) Construction & Mining Equipment Ltd. is a Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise belonging to the Atlas Copco Group, headquartered in Sweden. Atlas Copco (Shenyang) Construction & Mining Equipment Ltd. handles the product development, manufacturing, sales and service of pneumatic rock drills, pneumatic breakers, pneumatic tools, hydraulic breakers, hydraulic drill rigs, drill frames, and related accessories and spare parts. With an extensive sales, service and distributor network throughout China to ensure professional and timely service to our customers, we are providing high-quality products, quality services and quick and effective solutions to help our customers achieve superior productivity.

Learn more at www.shenyangcm.com

In 2011, Gates Corporation will reach its milestone 100-year anniversary. Founded in Denver, USA, Gates is the world’s most trusted name in belts, hose, hydraulics and related services. The preferred partner for customers looking for high performance hydraulic systems and support, Gates has a global footprint which can support OEM’s and operators wherever they are.

Guilin Tebon Superhard Material Co., Ltd previously Guilin Li River Special Material Co., Ltd is a high-tech company specialized in developing producing superhard materials & products. We own a powerful team for products developing, advanced equipments, scientific quality system and strict managing system. based on these we have maintained product innovation and company development for over three decades.
We mainly produce diamond tools including laser welded saw blades core drill bits boring bits, diamond wire saw diamond drill bits, reaming shell, and varieties of electroplated diamond
tools. These products are widely applied to road, bridge, construction project, stone quarrying and processing, geological exploration and rock layer work, gem, porcelain, glass, magnetic material, semiconductor, carbide’s processing, etc.

Our products have been exported to many countries and regions such as United States, Canada, Australia, Spain, Germany, France, Russia, India, Vietnam, Hongkong, etc. and they were well taken in the markets. The exporting amount keeps increasing and is estimated to approach 2 million USD in 2007.

Dalian Kailian Trading Co., Ltd. is a professional agent specialized in road construction, maintenance equipment & test instrument etc. The company has been awarded import & export business license.

As a general agent in China authorized by US VSS, Dalian Kailian have sold over 70 sets of VSS slurry/microsurfacing machines, lots of modified emulsion plant, polymer modified asphalt plant and asphalt rubber equipment etc since the new century. At present, VSS has become a famous company in road construction & maintenance industry in China.

Dalian Kailian is a US Cimline’s authorized sole distributor in China to sell metler/applicator and router, and also the agent for US Dura patcher.

Dalian kailian is the sole agent for US BearCat chip spreader and asphalt distributor and sold the first Chip spreader into China this year successfully. And also the sole dealer for US SB superior broom etc.

Welcome to visit www.kailian-cn.com.

Luoyang Lutong Heavy Industry Machinery Co., Ltd. is located in the Airport Industrial Zone, Luoyang City, and is a special factory to develop, design and produce road rollers, motor graders and tractors. Our company has a center and four sub-factories, covering an area of two hundred thousand square meters, and possesses fixed assets of five hundred million Yuan.

Our R&D center has over 80 middle and senior engineering technicians, and has the capacity of developing and manufacturing road rollers, motor graders and tractors. Our company, which has
four sub-factories for casting and forging, machining, heat treatment and assembling with over hundred large-scale and middle-scale precision equipment, has always been producing the assembly of components and parts on road rollers, motor graders and tractors. Our company has won good reputations for reliable quality and high-quality service and is appraised as "Star Enterprise", and "Quality and Credit Enterprise" in province-level and city-level for many times. Our company follows the policy of "Market as guide, Surviving on products, Let users satisfy", actualizes the strategy of "quality and brand, cost and price and after service", and relies on the integrative production system from roughcasts to machining, assembling. Under strict scientific management, we make leading "Luyang" serial road rollers motor graders and tractors which are deeply favored by users for favorable quality, perfect and timely service and the optimal ratio of performance to price.

The main products of our company are LT series road rollers with single wheels, double steel wheels, tires, mechanical transmission, full fluid drive 0.6-22 tons and motor graders of PY165C,PY180D,PY220C. Tractors are from 40-100HP.

**QUANZHOU XIANGDA MACHINERY MANUFACTURE CO.,LTD.** locates in Quanzhou City, which is the famous start of Ancient Marine Silk Road. Established in the early 1990s, We are an enterprise specializing in production of concrete brick machines. We insist on the concept of “Gathering the essence to create excellent products”, and make our products perfect in performance & quality etc. Due to high production efficiency, low labour force, stable operation & reliable quality, our products of “XD” series are highly praised by our customers worldwide. We can produce various moulds of different spec according to customer’s need, and offer relevant services. Eg. sale, installation, debugging & after-sale service, etc.

The aim of our company is “Obtaining more customers via quality first & reputation supreme”

Sincerely wish to negotiate business with old & new customers all around the world, and bring a bright future with you.

**Shandong Huasheng Zhongtian Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.** is a sub-branch of Shandong Huasheng Zhongtian Machinery Group, which is a leading company and large scale manufacturer of garden machine, agricultural machine, gasoline powers and light construction machines in China. With capabilities in
manufacturing and exporting activities, our company has cooperated with customers in world market.
Our company enjoys a long history in gasoline power, agriculturer machines and constuction machines producing & processing. Our company continues to expand our production line and services to meet customers' needs. We are now organized into four business units for garden machine, agriculturer machine, gasoline power machine and light construction machines. Shandong Huasheng Zhongtian Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd. provides a broad range of services worldwide, including importing and exporting business as well as marketing research. This helps develop, acquire, apply and protect innovative technology and processes.
The broad range of capabilities includes researching & developing new products and providing worldwide service on importing and exporting of the products to all our customers. Our excellent managing talents and business backbones are capable of providing clients with desirable services such as consultation, purchasing and sales.
Huasheng Zhontian Machinery Group and its sub branches are mainly located in Shandong Province which is one of the manufacturing bases in China. Headquartered in Linyi City, Huasheng Zhontian Machinery Group has over 3000 employees. employs approximately 100 professional to provide customers with excellent service on import and export.

Millennium POWER is specialized in manufacturing, assembling and selling Diesel Generator Sets to worldwide markets from China.
Our main products including generator sets powered by Cummins, Perkins, Volvo, Iveco, & Lister-petter etc..., the power range is from 5kva to 2058kva with frequency 50hz or 60hz.
We own rich experience in Generator Sets manufacturing, we design and produce also Soundproof Sets, Container Sets, Trailer Sets, Separate Coolant Sets & so on.
Yanggu Haoquan Rock Tools Co., Ltd is the professional manufacturer and exporter of road milling bits, foundation drilling tools, Excavating coal miner bits; Construction cutter bits for tunnling, trenching and drill Auger and rock drilling tools, we also supply the matched Tungsten Carbides products. We have many years exporting experiences in these field. We have very good relationship and reputation among our customers. We have very strong technical and producing experiences to make best quality tools. We are developing our business relationship with many Famous rock tools and Tungsten Carbide companies in world. We have approval IQNET AND CQM ISO9001:2000 Quality System Certificate. We assure that we will give you best quality products and service to meet your requests.

igus starts business in 1964 with headquarters located in Cologne, Germany. After tens of years’ development, igus have set up subsidiaries the world over. igus (Shanghai), WOFE of igus Germany, is in charge of all igus relevant business in mainland China.
Since its foundation 40 years ago, igus has been engaged in research and development of polymer products; and nowadays igus is recognized as the leader among all EnergyChain, flexible cable and polymer bearings manufacturer worldwide.

With high-level R&D team, excellent sales and after-sales team and a variety of more than 70 thousand products, igus provides you with the best solution to enhance your competitiveness; meanwhile, engineers from igus are willing to offer you the most optimized solutions upon request, which would meet your specific requirements.

Zhenjiang Hydraulic Components MFG., Co., Ltd. was established in the year of 1976, specialized in R&D, manufacturing and supplying hydraulic steering unit, hydraulic orbital motor and relative valves. The company prides itself that it is the earliest and biggest manufacturer in this field with the most sales volume and variety of products.

Through the development of more than 30 years, Zhenjiang Hydraulics has an employee team with more than 1,400 skilled and motivated people, and formed the annul production capability of one million pieces.

With complete production equipments, strong R&D ability, advanced technologies, and precise testing equipments, Zhenjiang Hydraulics products are widely used in agriculture machinery, construction machinery, engineering vehicles, plastics machinery, marine equipments etc., which sold all over the country and exported to the whole world.

More than that, in order to continuing the enterprise’s long-term development, enlarging the capability and enhancing its competition advantage, the company has been building a local Hydraulic Industry Estate which occupies 154 000 square meters and invests 120 million USD. The whole project will be completed in four years. And the new estate, which has 2.4 million pieces annual production, will become a first-class and standardized hydraulic industrial base of China.
Balama Prima Equipment has been the exclusive dealer of Vermeer Manufacturing Company USA for the Greater China region since 1998 and is responsible for the sales of Vermeer’s full line of products. Products include trenchless equipment, environmental equipment and specialty excavation equipment. Vermeer navigators have been the market leader in China. Up to 2009, Balama Prima has already sold over 200 units of Vermeer’s horizontal directional drills. There are various models, suitable for gas, petroleum, communication, electricity, water, sewer, municipal and environmental industries. Vermeer specialty excavation products mainly include the trencher and terrain leveler (surface excavation equipment). The Vermeer terrain leveler brings the latest technology to the mining industry and unmatched production to a variety of applications including surface mining, over-burden removal, road construction, etc.

Balama Prima and Vermeer established Vermeer Beijing Manufacturing Limited (VBM) as a joint venture specialized in manufacturing horizontal drills and other Vermeer products in 2005. VBM has developed, designed and manufactured various models of horizontal directional drill. To cope with the market development, more Vermeer equipment will be developed by VBM in the near future. Balama Prima will exhibit Vermeer’s T1255 terrain leveler, D1000x900 navigator and D130x150 navigator at its outdoor booth (booth number:E23) in Bauma China 2010.

Founded in 1908 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S., Briggs & Stratton is the world’s largest producer of air-cooled gasoline engines for outdoor power equipment. Its annual production exceeds 12 million engines ranging from 3.5 HP to 35 HP. Briggs & Stratton designs, manufactures, markets and services these engines for Original Equipment Manufacturers and more than 35,000 dealers in over 110 countries worldwide. Its engines are incorporated into products as diverse as lawnmowers, generators, pressure washers,
D&G Machinery was established in 1999 and is engaged in the development and research of asphalt mixing plant and recycling equipment. Its production base is located in Langfang Yongqing of Hebei province, and another electric control R&D and manufacturing centre is situated at Beijing Tongzhou. D&G Machinery has a factory area of over 150,000 sqm and production has already achieved 70 sets of plants per year.

D&G Machinery is a pioneer in the development of high-grade model 3000 and model 4000 asphalt mixing plants, and was the first to access the market with these models. Quality and quantity are at the top of its class, obtaining good performance. By the end of 2009, D&G Machinery had manufactured and sold over 200 sets of advanced asphalt mixing plants which have been adopted for the construction of high class roads. The quality and sales of D&G Machinery products has stayed ahead in the industry. Since 2004, D&G Machinery has committed itself to exploring the international market and has exported over 30 sets of asphalt mixing plants to several countries. D&G Machinery achieved CE Certification, verified by a European CE Certification Body, in 2009. It is the first brand among its Chinese competitors to obtain CE certification. D&G Machinery’s asphalt mixing plant has also obtained PCT certification in Russia and national certification in Australia. D&G Machinery will participate at Bauma China 2010, booth number: Hall E2, #164.

NOK Freudenberg Group China is an equal joint venture invested by NOK from Japan and Freudenberg from Germany. NOK-Freudenberg Group China started its business operation in China already the early 90ies of the last century with establishing a distribution network for imported parts from Europe and Japan. In 1993 NFGC continued to grow with a first local factory in Changchun and followed shortly after by our second manufacturing site in Wuxi in 1995 and in 2005 the third manufacturing site in Taicang. Today, we have developed into a business with
various wholly-foreign-owned manufacturing sites to locally produce oil seals, hydraulic seals, O-rings, gaskets, mechanical face seals, vibration control components Furthermore we offer the complete catalogue range of NOK and Simrit as imported products and a number of tailor made sealing solutions different in form and function.

60 years have passed since the founding of HAWE Hydraulik. We now have over 1800 employees, a world-wide sales network with sales offices in Germany, 13 HAWE subsidiaries and more than 30 representatives international. The Product range has been widened continuously over the years, covering Standard valves e.g. pressure valves etc. as well as many products tailored for special purpose such as pre-fill valves, lifting/lowering valves etc.
Kukje Hydraulic Co., Ltd. was founded in 1996. We are specialized in manufacturing the hydraulic pump and other power products of heavy machinery, shipping and industrial products. As the growing business, we had made greater contributions and efforts to social development. Today our market has extended to North America, Europe and Middle East. What’s more, we set up offices in Japan, Malaysia and China, which is to enhance our service ability. With rigorous and precise technology, KJC creates the high quality and excellent products at a reasonable cost, which has been establishing a good reputation and credibility in the global market. We have won a good market share in the every district and gain the OEM contract for the world-class hydraulic products manufacturer. With diligence, innovation, trustworthiness and reliability, we use world-class advanced technology to reach the purpose of making best quality products. Nowadays, KJC has created a new era of industrial manufacturing.

Hallite produces high performance hydraulic sealing solutions for the world’s fluid power industry. The company enjoys an enviable reputation for high quality and reliability within the mobile hydraulics, mining, off-highway, construction, agriculture, mechanical handling and automation markets. Hallite products, engineered in a wide variety of advanced materials, are chosen by leading manufacturers for their exceptional performance in the most demanding, safety-critical high specification applications.

Hallite operations are located in Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, the UK and the USA. All Hallite locations are committed to providing quality seals in the shortest possible time. Hallite combines carefully chosen and managed stocks in local markets, supported by a fast track moulding capability. Most locations can now boast a CNC machining cell, branded Hallite Service, which can provide immediate delivery for non-standard and breakdown situations.
Manuli Hydraulics Group, part of the Manuli Industries (MRI) Corporation, is active in the design, manufacture and sale of a wide range of hoses, connectors and machines for conveying power in high/very high pressure hydraulics circuits and fluids in refrigeration units. Manuli Hydraulics products are used in the following applications: construction and public works, underground and open pit mining, maintenance services, forestry, agriculture, water blasting and cleaning, refrigeration, material handling and logistics, industrial machines, industrial services, energy and other industrial applications.

Tobul Accumulator, Inc. is a well established, globally known, world-class manufacturer of hydraulic accumulators. Our design have a proven track record of more than 45 years with the more comprehensive offering accumulators in the industry. Tobul specializes in the design and manufacture of custom hydraulic accumulators and related accessories; Many years of experience in designing for industrial applications in many diverse industries.

Operating pressures to 20,000 PSI; Fluid capacities to 300 gallons; Carbon steel, stainless steel and other exotic materials; Also piston and bladder type hydraulic accumulators in standard sizes; Many pressure vessel certification code approvals available; sold in over 45 countries worldwide.
Cargotec improves the efficiency of cargo flows by offering handling systems and related services for the loading and unloading of goods. Our vision is to be the world’s leading provider of cargo handling solutions. Our closeness to customers, global network and market leader position enable us to proactively and innovatively address customers’ needs. Cargotec operates in more than 120 countries. Sales in 2009 is EUR 2.6 billion and we have approximately 9,500 employees, Class B shares are quoted on the NASDAQ OMX Helsinki.

Hiab is one of Cargotec’s daughter brands. Cargotec’s global network is operating in more than 120 countries. Its sales totaled EUR 2.6 billion in 2009 and it employs more than 9500 people. Hiab has its business presence over the world. It has production facilities in 10 countries and delivers approximately 60,000 units of load handling equipment each year. The product range includes Hiab loader cranes, Hiab Multilift demountable systems, Hiab Loglift and Hiab Jonsered forestry and recycling cranes, Zepro, Focolift, Del and Walto tail lifts and Hiab Moffett and Princeton PiggyBack® truck-mounted forklifts. Hiab Load Handling Equipment (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is the exclusive company of Cargotec Corporation in charge of on-road load handling business in China.

Shanghai Huaguan Hiab Special Purpose Vehicle Co., Ltd., situated in Shanghai Qingpu Industrial Park, is a Sino-foreign joint venture established by Shanghai Huaguan Special Purpose Vehicle Refit Co., Ltd., Hiab Oy and Jiangyin Haijun International Trading Co., Ltd. The total investment is RMB 40 million. The company mainly produces environmental vehicles and installs load handling equipment onto various kinds of vehicles including hooklift trucks, tail lifts, loader crane trucks, forestry crane trucks, rear loader compactor trucks, deep waste collection empty trucks, mobile/stationary waste compactors and mobile waste collection stations and underground waste bins which match some products and form into complete sets.

As the wholly owned subsidiaries of Carwood (HongKong) Ltd., since July 2000, we start the import of professional tools from Japan, such as the Ultra-high Pressure Hydraulic Pumps, OJ. Jacks, Hydraulic Wrenches, Sintered Carbides Core Drill, Hydraulic Press Plier, and also Multi-functional Magnetic Block from German.

All of the above usually use in the field of electric power, iron and steel industry, coal, wind power, and other heavy industry, which we can provide professional technology and good after-service to our customer.

PRODUCTS RANGE

JAP O.J Jack Ultra-high Pressure Hydraulic Equipment
Putzmeister Machinery (Shanghai) Co., Ltd

Putzmeister

In the Bauma 2010, we will show PUTZMEISTER star products, like truck-mounted concrete pump M36 / M49 / M58, Stationary concrete pump, concrete placing boom and so on. It should be mentioned that there is a special stationary concrete pump BSA1004D from India. Truck-mounted concrete pump M49 which has ergonic system and selected EOC technology. Nowadays, more and more client concerned about the length of pumps arm because of small high-rise residential quarters. So M58 which is emerged as the times required. fuel-efficient and driving dynamics and more safety. If you have any question, welcome to our booth, And our booth number is hall E2 406 and O C02.

Shanghai Yingqi Automation Assembly Equipment Co., Ltd is a company, which involves in engineer project, system integration, research, sales and technique counsel. It has kept close cooperation with well-known multinational companies for Chinese Automation Industry, such as America based Honeywell, Parker, ECCO, Danaher, Finland based Nordic Lights, Japan based Yamatake. The products includes process instrument, pneumatic & hydraulic units, working lights system, alarm, actuator, Portescap™ Miniature
Motors, sensor, switch, transmitter, valve, and so on. The main application is engineer machinery, construction machinery, automobile, medical, power, chemistry, metallurgy, boiler and refrigeration.
Welcome to visit our booth in Bauma 2010, our booth number is Hall E5 344

Taizhou Gozen Hydraulic Fittings Co., Ltd. is located in Yuhuan county, east of Zhejiang province, which is an eminent machinery manufacture base in China. Gozen is specialist in offering the complete line of standard hydraulic fittings as well as the non-standard configurations. All fittings are made to the strictest international standard, which applied in various machineries, such as construction, aerospace, automotive, shipping and mine. We are striving to cultivate the long mutual development with the solid principal "accurate craft, loyal staff" on our mind. Currently, our products are highly popular in American and European markets with the great reputation in delivery and service. Selecting Gozen is to select relaxness. Our final target is to forge the top enterprise of fluid connections all over the world. Welcome new and old clients to visit us. Gozen will be your logical choice for hydraulic fittings due to the excellent quality and competitive price.

Xi'an Silver Horse Industrial Development Co., Ltd. is located at Xi'an Hi-Tech Industry Development Zone in ancient capital Xi'an, China. The programs which our company develop and research belong to the low-carbon and environmentally friendly industry solid waste comprehensive utilization of new building equipments industrialized program. Its Cougar and ELSA series block making equipments are "China's famous brand". Silver Horse company is a joint stock limited company, which has integrated science, manufacturing and trade into one it mainly emphasizes on
researching and developing the complete set equipments of high-end environmentally friendly block making machine, makes the high-end mechanic and electric products trade as a linkage, and provides advanced concrete mechanic equipments and their complete set and related products service and business consultancy. The company with independent knowledge property right has passed ISO 9001 quality management system and CE UN certificate. The company's block making machine has integrated the latest crystallized technology from the Europe and America, through the technical treatment on every detail of the equipments to express the different technological viewpoint accurately and precisely. The block making machine can effectively utilize coal gangue, fly ash, construction trash, metallurgy and chemical and industrial solid waste as raw materials to produce different kinds of wall blocks, curbstone, lawn block, color paving stone, curb stone, wall block, lawn block and bricks specifically used in airport and container docks, to meet the varied customers’ different needs.

Yantai Xingye Machinery Co., Ltd is professional in designing, manufacturing and marketing domestic and foreign off-highway mining equipments & spare parts. It is located in NO. 9, Tonglin Road, Wolong Economic Zone, Yantai, Shandong Province. It covers an area of more than 20,000 square meters with more than 15,000 square meters workshops and warehouses.

The company is specialized in designing and manufacturing the LHD and supplying the spare parts of domestic and foreign mining equipments. It has the right of self-managed import and export and formed a scientifical management system after efforts of many years. The company sticks to the principle of science and technology innovation and first quality, which supplies you the best products and excellent service.

So far, our company has successfully launched the 0.75m³, 1 m³, 1.5 m³, 2 m³, 3 m³ electric and diesel underground loaders, 12 ton dump truck and mobile hydraulic breaker. Many of the products won a number of national patents.

Yuyao Special Rubber Hose Factory was founded in 1990, which is a professional manufacturer of steel wire braided hydraulic hose, steel wire spiral hydraulic hose, steel wire braided steam hose, wire braid air hose and hose fitting, transition
fitting and so on. The products are widely used in chemical, engineering machinery, mining, transportation, construction, agriculture and other fields. We have a full set of advanced production processing lines and advanced testing equipment. Products sold throughout the country, exported to foreign countries, and gain high appreciation from customers. We are grateful to all inquiries and visits!

Changli Group is a manufacturing enterprise specialized in producing die forging parts and machining parts for automobile, motorcycle, engineering machinery, including four factories collecting forging and machining which all are approved by ISO/TS 16949:2002. It Changli has more than 1,500 employees, occupies 200,000 m² land area and 150,000 m² building area. It owns 22 300T to 4,000T Electric Screw Press forging production lines and 17 CNC and Numerically Controlled Lathe machining production lines, Having the whole processes of developing, design, mold forming, forging, machining, heat treatment and inspection. Changli group is an outstanding enterprise in Foring Industry in China with its annual production value of 420 millions.

Fenghua Ningdong Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd is an enterprise specializing in the manufacture of parts of bucket teeth, bucket adapter, ripper shanks, pins and locks for excavators. Established in 2005 and owns a membership of more than 180 qualified personnel that dedicate to the research and development for easy-worn parts of engineering machinery. We adopt the equipment of precision casting & automatic stove heating treatment & water curtain spraying paint & automatic parch to produce and magnetic powder inspection & impact ductility & rockwell hardness to test and control products. Strictly comply with ISO9000 quality supervisory system, we supply high-class quality and service for our customers. Our products are mainly exported to Europe and America. With the tenet of "market oriented, quality for development", we would like to continuously improve quality to enhance our competitive ability and warmly welcome customers from abroad to visit our corporation to a bright business future.
GuiZhou Suncon Group, is one of few key enterprises with a production system with complete facilities and technologies from drill steel melting, rolling to rocktools manufacturing in RockTools industry in China. With total register fund about 13 million US Dollar, we have very strong R&D, production and sales capabilities. Main products 13 series and more than 200 types from Drill Steel, Special Steel to RockTools, domestic sales more than 20 provinces and with Chinese domestic market share more than 35%; overseas sales now more than 30 countries and markets and still keeping remarkable increase.

Qingdao Infinity Precision-Machine Co., Ltd is mainly at work on machining, researching and developing, producing, selling, maintaining gearbox and its components. Since company’s coming into existence, we all the time stick to the quality guideline “to seek advanced conception, create topmost quality, insist on innovation, satisfy world’s demand”. We continually get rid of the stale and bring forth the fresh, develop and produce series of top-class parts customers urgently
need, so we win the favor of clients from home and abroad by right of advantage in characters and price as well as convenient service. Making use of planetary carrier theory, We exploit the gearbox with greater torque and larger transmission whose characteristic is not worse than the ones in the same industry. This product is widely used in kinds of fields --- grab, trackcrane, mine machines, transportation machine, road surface machines, port machines and wind power generating electricity. The gearbox is classified into walks the series, rotation transmission series, hoists the oil motor series, rising series, decelerating series. Our company is in possession of tens of high precision NC machines: larger NC lathe, horizontal milling center, larger milling center, NC gear hobbing machine, NC shotting machine, broaching machine, CMM, gear inspection machine, spectro meter, surfcom & contourcord, we can supply precision-machining and assembly service for sorts of material. The system certificates ISO9001:2008,API,TS16949:2002, ISO14001:2004 have been passed early or late.

Quanzhou Fengze Fufan Machinery Co., Ltd. is a research and development, design, manufacturing, sales, service as one of professional manufacture of various environmentally wall blocks, pavement blocks and other production equipment. The main products are ZDS series Brick Press, QT series block making machine, SYZJ-8000 CNC Hydraulic Press for vibration-free, semi-automatic production line and automatic production line. SYZJ-8000 Press has made four patents, confirmed by the Fujian provincial experts review this block press is in the domestic leading level. With Global access to low-carbon life, Fufan company will gradually expand the global sales network, improve product development, sales and service system, and continuously the enterprise to a higher level. Fu fan welcome all the friends work together for common development, create brilliant tomorrow.

Shanghai Pal-Fin Automatic Control Technology Co., Ltd. is a manufacturing-oriented equipment, based on the complete integration for mobile machine control system developed high-tech companies and software enterprises in Shanghai.
Pal-Fin-controlled is a professional manufacturer in China Mobile Machinery Control System, is the first development and design of automatic control system for construction machinery manufacturers. The company for construction machinery, road machinery, port machinery, lifting machinery, oil equipment, mining equipment, special vehicles, military equipment offers a wide range of system solutions for key target customers.

Pal-Fin-controlled is a professional engineering equipment manufacturers of automatic control system, the earliest development and design engineering control system equipment manufacturers. Offering a wide range of system solutions, address the core control system equipment manufacturing industry, the core component to support the development and production of integration and autonomy, has become an important partner for the major console manufacturers of engineering equipment manufacturing industry.

Drennan supplies complex mechanical engineering systems & solutions to Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), by partnering with world class manufacturers and using the best quality components, in the following fields:
1. Contract manufacturing
2. Hydraulics
3. Vibration
4. Air movement

From our inception in Hong Kong in the early nineties, Drennan’s development has been closely linked to that of China’s historic economic explosion. This has allowed us to experience an unparalleled range of business activities, working with our customers in China while they develop new products and markets from scratch. Nearly twenty years immersed in this environment gives us the confidence to say: “Nobody knows China like Drennan.”

We have built on our initial expertise as a Sales, Marketing and Distribution organization in China to become a complete systems and solutions provider with our own design, manufacturing and service capability. Today our customers can rely on Drennan to help solve their technical issues be it in hydraulics, vibration, air movement or contract manufacturing. Furthermore, we continue to employ the logistics and supply chain expertise we have built up through working, in adverse conditions, with China’s most demanding heavy equipment manufacturers.
The Dana Off-Highway Products Group includes research and development, manufacturing, and assembly operations in Belgium, Brazil, China, Hungary, India, Italy, Mexico, the United Kingdom, and the United States. It designs, manufactures, assembles and markets Spicer® axles and transaxles, driveshafts and end-fittings, transmissions, torque converters, electronic controls, and brakes. The group also provides genuine replacement parts and service. Dana is a world leader in the supply of driveline products (axles and driveshafts), power technologies (sealing and thermal-management products), and genuine service parts. The company’s customer base includes virtually every major vehicle manufacturer in the global automotive, commercial vehicle, and off-highway markets. Based in Maumee, Ohio, the company employs approximately 22,000 people in 26 countries and reported 2009 sales of $5.2 billion. For more information, please visit www.dana.com.

Bolev is specialized in hydraulics design, development and manufacturing. It has been supplying quality components for hydraulic machines in engineering metallurgy, oil, machine tools and military project for long terms. Mail products are as follows: Multiple directional control valve, Gyration valve group, Balance valve, Dual pilot operating check valve, Flow control valve, High pressure ball valve, Solenoid valve, Cartridge overflow valve [ ] check valve and so on. These products have been exported to some countries and regions such as Germany, France, UK, Spain, USA, Japan, Turkey, South Africa and so on. The quality and service has been highly appreciated. Taking science and technology as guide, We have set up R & D center. There are 12 research personnel and 3 senior engineers who develop and innovate new products according to famous corporations such as Rexroth, MHA, Hydac, EATON and so on. We have 15 patents already.

In order to strengthen management to create effective, in 2007 we hired a management consultant, who is the general manager of one of the Toyota companies, to train the staffs under Toyota Model. The factory adopts numerical control machine tool processing technology and imports key seal elements from abroad to ensure the quality.
OMSI Trasmissioni S.p.A. was founded in 1959 and today is the leader in application studies and development of complete custom mechanical drives. The experience, effort and production capabilities has facilitated OMSI Trasmissioni S.p.A. to become an efficient and competent supplier with an approach as a partner, providing design assistance in the various markets with focus in innovation developments - guaranteeing flexibility of manufacturing and production quality. On 2008 Bauma China (Hall E5, No.436), our products will be presented as:

SPLIT SHAFT AND ENGINE POWER TAKE-OFFS, HYDRO - MECHANICAL DRIVE, AXLES, TRANSMISSIONS AND GEARBOXES, RAILWAY TRANSMISSIONS

Guangdong Yeehuaxing Construction Machinery Co., Ltd is a private enterprises specializing in design, production and trade of various high-altitude working construction machinery including of temporary suspended platforms, mast climbing work platforms, construction hoists, Superdecks, gondola, building maintenance unit etc.YHX is a party of Machinery Branch of the decoration and high-altitude operations and Guangdong Standards Institute.

Taking product sale and leasing as the basic market strategy, On one hand, it pushes the independently developed builder hoist, mast climbing work platform, superdeck loading platform, suspended platform and other standardization products to Germany, Sweden, Australia, Malaysia, Singapore, India, etc.; on the other hand, it energetically expands leasing business of builder hoist, superdeck loading platform, suspended platform and other products. Till now, we have established leasing branches in Guangzhou, Beijing, Shanghai and etc. Besides, according to the different requirements of customers, our company actively develops design, production, sale and other business of building maintenance system, steel aluminum shuttering and other
non-standard building machinery and metal parts.

Hangzhou Rubber Factory of Hangzhou Rubber Group Company (Hangzhou Zhongce Rubber Co., Ltd.), founded in 1958, is one of the core factories of Hangzhou Rubber Group Company. It once was a state-owned enterprise. At present, our products include rubber crawler, bicycle tyre, solid tire, rubber conveyer belt, V-belt, and all types of rubber hose. Among these products, rubber crawler, solid tire, V-belt, hydraulic hose and color hose are exported to the overseas market in huge volume. Our products have achieved good prestige with excellent quality and competitive price.

In 1995, our company obtained the ISO-9002 certification and the certification of the Ministry of Country Technical Control about "To perfect the system of measuring and inspecting" and the ISO-14001 Environment Management System Certification in 2002. We started the wide-range technology cooperation with Fukuyama Rubber Co., Ltd. (Japan) in 1997. Japanese advanced technology of rubber crawler production has been introduced to our factory. We maintain good relationships with some world famous companies, such as Yanmar, Komatsu and Kubota. In order to bring our management to the international level, we started the "5S" campaign, which is originated from Japanese enterprises.

Traudo Jiangsu Aircondition Co.,Ltd is invested jointly by QiangDe international group co.,Ltd And Jiangsu Chuangdao Electric Co.,Ltd.Speciaiy undertakes the development and manufacture of construction machinery and heavy-duty truck airconditioner system.Mainiy provide custom-buit products and full side resolve method for improving the work environment of driving-room for crane,drugger and road rollerctc.construction machinery.We service for XCMG Zoomlion Sany SDLG NHL YUTONG China longgong Yuchai FEC etc.factories,Focus on the humanistic concern of construction machinery,ang making the first
air-conditioning brand of China Construction Machinery. The company was founded in 2004, the registered capital is 5 million dollar, the employee is 210, the production base is located in Xuzhou Economic Development ZONE, the total in investment is 80 million RMB, it covers the area of 66800m², the building area is 36000m², it is designed to produce 100 thousand suites air conditioner for construction vehicle every year. Our company gets through GB/T19001-2000, GB/T24001-2004 and GB/T28001-2001 certificates. Traudo has been praised as Jiangsu famous brand, the company is praised as Jiangsu One Hundred Excellent Technology Improvement Enterprises, gets the title of Jiangsu High-tech products and high-tech enterprise. And get the national innovation fund to support.

NFLG is an international machinery company with a long history specializing in manufacture of construction equipment such as concrete mixer, asphalt mixer, dry mortar mixer and cement & asphalt mortar mixing truck for construction of ballastless slab track based on self development and manufacture. Since the foundation of the company we are committed to develop excellent and innovative mixing technology for our clients with strong belief in powerfulness of specialization. It's our passion that to provide end-edge technology and unparalleled service and pass our rich experience to our clients.

Ningbo B-casting Machinery Industry & Trade Co., Ltd. is an export-oriented enterprise who specialize in all kinds of construction machinery equipments. Such as bucket tooth, adapter, pin and cutting blade used on excavators, loaders and graders. We are one of the largest enterprises in this area in
In order to better focus on professional engineering machinery, our company also set the breaking hammer drill factory to provide customer with engineering machinery hydraulic hammer drill, under rigid, piston, internal and external bushing, flat pin and any other parts of hydraulic breaker. All products are of high quality alloy steel materials, through strict forging process, this makes the internal density of raw materials more closely. One-time processing with advanced CNC processing equipment, plus imported heat treatment equipment, through strict normalizing, quenching and tempering heat treatment, these all meet different demand of customers.

Leader Automotive Co. was founded in 1995. It is located in the city of Handan, Hebei province, and is approximate 400 km south of Beijing. The city has abundant natural resources and a recorded history of ancient Chinese civilization that goes back over 2000 years. It is the birthplace of folk pottery, which has a history of over 8,000 years. There is an airport, a national railway as the backbone from Beijing to Guangzhou and two major highways reaching out in all directions in Handan City. In 2011, there will be a newly constructed China Railway High-speed with the speed of 350 km/h passing through the city. Leader Automotive Co. is in the center of the city’s advanced industrial development zone, where many businesses are booming thanks to the advanced highway transportation systems. Leader Automotive Co. is the only company which specializes in and was granted to manufacture the concrete mixer trucks in the whole China. There are 150,000 square meters of production floor area, and 30,000 square meters of truck assembly line in Leader. Until now its annual production of various types of concrete mixer trucks has been around 4500 units.
Founded in 1986, GRH has more than 328 staff now, the managers and technicians account for 26% of staff. It has 22,000 square meters area and 208 equipments such as: machine center, CNC machine, lathe, gear hobbing machine, gear shaving machine, gear honing machine, rigid boring machine, controlled atmosphere carburizing furnace, test/physical/chemical equipment, etc. GRH mainly produce:

1. Gear pump (1 group; 2 group; 3 group; 4 group) / tandem (double) pump
2. Sectional directional control valves, Monoblock direction control valves;
3. Gear motor (bi-direction motor; single-direction motor);
4. Flow divider;

Based on ISO9001 quality system and experience in this field, we believe that our products are good in quality.

---

**Shanghai Sanme Mining Machinery Co. Ltd.** is a new high-tech enterprise concentrating on the research, manufacture and marketing of crushing & screening equipment, which includes: hydraulic cone crusher, vertical shaft impact crusher, jaw crusher, impact crusher, vibrating feeder, vibrating screen and sand washer, etc. The whole series covers the entire process of crushing, screening and washing.

Our target customer is the raw material manufacturer, vendor and sale agent of mineral, medical, metallurgical, hydroelectric, road construction and construction material industries. We are willing to explore the market and develop with worldwide partners through the operation model of agency, direct selling, etc.
**Wuxi Xusheng Electron & Electric Appliance Factory** was founded in 2004, located in Wuxi, Jiangsu, China. We specialize in excavators’ throttle motors and its spare parts. Our throttle motors can work as good as the original one with fine quality, excellent performance and competitive price. The major matching models: Komatsu, Carterpillar, Dawoo, Hyundai, Kobelco, Hitachi, Sumitomo and Kato. Welcome to our hall: E6-264!

Shanghai Huayu Machinery Manufacture Co. Ltd. is an international company which specialized in producing and developing cement machineries and mining machine. The products of our company are exported to Southeast Asia, the Middle East, Africa, Eastern Europe, South America and other countries and regions we had got a good reputation at home and abroad because of our good quality and service. All the products which was designed, produced, manufactured and detected by our company are in accordance with the ISO9001:2000 standards. Our products are separated into three series which concluding wall building materials machinery, pre-cast slabs molding equipment and mining machinery.
Yantai Eddie Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. is the professional hydraulic breaker manufacturer in Yantai economic and technological development zone. Since 1997, the company has been focusing on the development, production and sales of hydraulic breaker (EDDIE breaker) and other construction machinery.

The company is situated at shore of the beautiful Yellow Sea, east coastline of China, a wonderful place which is very famous for its nice view as tourist city in China and world. Currently we has two large-scale modern standard workshops and one administrative building, another building is employee center include restaurant, dormitory and activity center, which cover 30000 square meters totally. Meanwhile, we have over 200 employees including management staff, engineers, technicians and lots of skilled workers as well. Our creative and efficient management team will lead Eddie staff to be foreland of this field.

As a professional formwork company, Beijing Zulin Formwork & Scaffolding Co., Ltd., dedicates to the design, manufacture and supply of formwork and scaffolding in fields of Civil Engineering, Bridge-Road Projects, Hydroelectricity & Dam projects. We have advanced production line of timber beam and large scale steel structure plant. The production capacity is great. ZULIN also has strong technical force, is one of the earliest enterprise which owns the professionals in formwork & scaffolding field in China. After years’ of research & development, we have our own intellectual asset in the form of patent on the Hydraulic Auto-Climbing Formwork and many other formworks. In the long-time business practice, we participated in the
design, supply and assembling in many great projects, so we have accumulated abundant experiences in civil formwork, bridge-road formwork, water conservancy & nuclear project formwork.

With its headquarter in Memingen, Germany, PFEIFER Group is well-known as a world leader in the field of production and selling of high-end steel wire ropes. It provides ropes for a large variety of applications in elevator, crane, harbor, coal mining, oil field, cable way industries and also in steel mills all over the world, enjoying a reputable history of over 430 years and also a vast market potential. Pfeifer Steel Wire Rope (Shanghai) Co. Ltd. is the sole subsidiary of PFEIFER Group, Germany. The company’s registered address is Hall 64-2, No.709, Lingshi Road, Shanghai, P.R. China. With the registered capital 250,000 euros, it occupies an area of over 3000 square metres. At present, Pfeifer Shanghai mainly deals with the sales and technical support of German steel wire ropes, having a market throughout Mainland China and also some of other Asian countries.

Monte-Bianco is established in 2000. many years of constantly dedicated research and development of super-hard material applications, now we are one of the leading ISO 9001 and ISO 14000 certified companies in the industry of Chinese super-hard material applications, and our market share of the ceramic processing tools is listed as the first place on the global market.

Super-hard material is one of important branch of material science. From the very beginning, Monte-Bianco set down our long-term strategic target--Keep Improving to Establish an Everlasting Well-known International Brand and our development strategy--High Tech, Diversification and Internationalization. During the past years we strictly followed our quality policy of Keep improving, Innovating and Creating value, and carried out persistently our main management principle-- Create Value for Our Customers in every aspects of the daily managing activity. Depending on our perfect R&D team made up by qualified and professional talents, strict production management, rigorous quality guarantee system and extensive domestic and overseas sales & service network, we mainly produce diamond tools with metal bond, resin bond & ceramic bond and CBN fine grinding tools, which are not only used traditionally for cutting, drilling, grinding and polishing in the industries of ceramics, natural stone, refractory material, glass and building project etc., but also extended into the use for precise machining industries
such as machine spare parts, automobile fittings, electronic ceramics and optical glass etc. Up till now our brand MONTE-BIANCO has been approved and trusted by customers from more than 50 countries and regions.

Henan Huanghe Whirlwind Co., Ltd. has more than 30 years history specializing in manufacturing various construction machinery including tower crane, concrete pump, temping hammer, steel bar bender and cutter etc.. Our product enjoy highly reputation in construction market due to its perfect quality and service. We'd like to be your partner of construction machinery by supplying high quality machines at competitive price.

Cooper Industries is a diversified global manufacturer of electrical components and tools, with 2008 revenues of $6.5 billion. Cooper Bussmann is one of Cooper’s eight operating divisions.

Cooper Bussmann Transportation Products (CBT) is a leading manufacturer of innovative products focused on safe and reliable power systems in transportation vehicles, including construction machine, truck, bus, etc. CBT products are categorized in three primary areas: Circuit Protection, Power Distribution, and Power Monitoring and Management. Sure Power is a new brand joining CBT in 2008, focusing on designing and manufacturing of Power Monitoring and Management product of Vehicle, such as DC-DC converter and equalizer, Battery Separator and Isolator, etc.
We founded **Shanghai Wieland Engineering Co., Ltd.** with American and Australia in 2002. The main production and operation of our company is Jaw Crusher, Impactor Crusher, Cone Crusher, Vertical Crusher and spare parts. The machine is designed by the newest foreign technology. Because of their high compactness and long service life, the accessories have been widely acclaimed in the industry. We sold to America, Australia, UAE, India and so on.

Our company has gained the ISO9001 quality management system certificate. In the "Quality First, the user first, credit first" purpose, we will improve, optimize and innovate the production process and technics to provide greater value for our customers.

**USETER Cranes Co., Ltd.** is located in Shenyang, China, which is one of Chinese heavy industrial cities. USETER is more professional on manufacturing various tower cranes ranging from 40mt – 1000mt, and USETER brand name of tower cranes has spread over Chinese markets, and sold to Asia, Australia, Africa, etc.

USETER has a top level research and design team, whose members all are renowned technical talented in electricity and machinery from construction manufacturing circle. On products design and innovated, soft ware Solid and Ansys are applied, and all products excellently designed complying with German and Chinese standards respectively. At construction sites, USETER’s tower cranes has achieved more and more recognized from customers, whatever from city fast erection tower cranes to heavy tower cranes, used at harbors, mines and metallurgy industries.
USETER supplies the best products and services for you.

Suzhou HRS Technology Co., Ltd mainly produces all kinds of Radiating intake air hose, Water-cooled hose, High temperature export air hose and Turbo intake air hose on engine cooling system of Engineering industry machines, such as excavator, bulldozer, ballgrader, larger tractor, large lorry and so on. Our product quality is stable and reliable. We produce big caliber and abnormal shape rubber hoses which can endure high temperature, low temperature, negative press and burst.

As part of Volvo Group, Volvo Construction Equipment is one of the world leading construction equipment manufacturers. It is mainly engaged in manufacturing a variety of excavators, wheel loaders, articulated haulers, motor graders, compactors, pavers and milling machines, etc. The company has established its manufacturing bases in Sweden, German, Poland, US, Canada, Brazil, South Korea, China and India respectively, with its operations in over 150 countries. In addition, with efficient and high-quality customer services and financing services, Volvo Construction Equipment meets the increasingly growing needs of construction equipment clients around the world.

In China Volvo Construction Equipment (China) Co., Ltd. was established in March 2002, with its headquarter in Shanghai. The factories are located in Jinqiao Export Processing Zone in Shanghai and Linyi in Shandong. Medium size Crawler excavators are produced in Shanghai, compact
excavators and Roam machineries are produced in Linyi. Volvo Construction products are widely applied in construction, forestry, port, mine, road, bridge and tunnelling projects. Volvo Construction Equipment also set up the TTSC (Test & Tech Support Center), training centre and parts warehouse in Shanghai. Volvo and its dealers’ technicians are dedicated to provide the best parts support and technical services to all clients. For more information, please visit: www.volvoce.com.cn

Xiamen Wheel Loader Company Limited is one of the leading manufacturers of wheel loader in China. The trade mark is the symbol of the quality of wheel loader in China. The factory is located in Xiamen, Fujian province which is well-known as the production center for wheel loader. Our equipments are the result of the perfect combination of the precise and advanced design, durable operation stability, efficient and powerful shoveling ability at the minimum operation cost. Now the Xiazhuang Industrial Zone totally covers an area of 60,000m2 and the building area is about 50,000m2. The annual production capacity of our factory is up to 10,000 wheel loaders and 2,000 excavators. We have sold our products all over China and exported to dozens of countries such as India, Ukraine, Argentina, Australia, Russia, the Philippine, South Africa and so on.
Xuzhou XCG John Deere Machinery Manufacturing Company Limited, located in the Tongshan Economic Development Zone of Jiangsu Province is one of the leading manufacturers of excavators in China. Originally founded as part of the XCMG company, XCG separated from XCMG in the early 1990’s to become a specialized excavator design and manufacturing center. Using state-of-the-art technology and manufacturing tools, XCG products held an important share of the domestic Chinese market, and furthermore were exported to Europe, the Middle East, South Asia, and over 40 different countries and regions around the world. XCG also received many forms of awards and recognition, such as the Future Star of China award from the China Construction Machinery Industry, and the Customer Satisfaction award from User-Star Enterprises.

Established in July 2005, YanTaiFuNaiKe Automobile Parts CO., LTD. is a modern enterprise of oil cooler assembly, water-radiator and exhaust gas recirculation cooler with the combination of scientific research, manufacture and export. As the original enterprise which have specially designed and produced the aluminum radiator-assembly of Engineering Machinery, it has the largest wind tunnel lab and test center in China at present.

Funaike has first-class Heat Exchange manufacturing and testing equipments including Continuous Soldering Furnace With Nitrogen Shield, Vacuum Brazing Furnace, vibration test stand, ultrasonic wave cleaner, and the design and research capability stay advanced level among counterparts domestically. Also it has excellent sales and service team, and has production capacity of 500 thousand pieces per year, succeeded in construction machinery automobile, forklift, generator set and air compressor. And in 2009 alone, its sales turnover comes to 100 million RMB, with $10 million exported. We have an excellent cooperative relationship with domestic top enterprise, such as SANY, Junlian Machinery & Electronics, Kion
Zhenjiang Banghe Electromechanical Equipment Co., Ltd. is the foremost manufacturer of Screw flight by utilizing the rolling technology, and devotes in the continuous research and development of Screw flight. Backed with the strong manufacturing capability, 15-year-experienced teaming work, we are able to provide comprehensive, sufficient and timely delivery and quality guarantee. We’re in all your needs for “Screw Flight”.

The Manitowoc Company, Inc. is a multi-industry, capital goods manufacturer with over 100 manufacturing and service facilities in 27 countries. It is recognized as one of the world’s largest providers of lifting equipment for the global construction industry, including lattice-boom cranes, tower cranes, mobile telescopic cranes, and boom trucks. Manitowoc also is one of the world’s leading innovators and manufacturers of commercial foodservice equipment serving the ice, beverage, refrigeration, food prep, and cooking needs of restaurants, convenience stores, hotels, healthcare, and institutional applications.
SANY Co., Ltd. was established in 1989 by Liang Wengen, Tang Xiuguo, Mao Zhongwu and Yuan Jinhua. 20 years ago, SANY began as a small welding material factory, but has now grown into a global corporation with 8 domestic manufacturing facilities, 4 production factories in America, Germany, India and Brazil and 27 support centers around the world. Currently, SANY employs over 46,000 people in more than 120 countries.

At SANY, we believe “Quality changes the world”, and the research and development of our products for our customers is our first priority. Each year, SANY invests 5%-7% of sales revenue into the R&D of our equipment making it possible for SANY to expand into concrete, road, harbor, elevating, coal mining, pile driving and excavating machineries as well as wind turbines. SANY has also developed a program for continuing education where talent is nurtured for the benefit of the corporation and for society.

After becoming one of the most successful enterprises in China, SANY is the world’s largest concrete machinery manufacturer and in the Top 50 of Global Construction Machinery Manufacturers. Besides constantly striving to improve our products, it is our mission to provide customers in over 150 countries with the most comprehensive and efficient service.

In 2009, SANY’s sales revenue totaled 30.6 billion RMB, this number has increased over 50% each year proving that our team’s constant devotion and contribution has made SANY one of the most profitable and competitive enterprises in the heavy equipment industry.

Situated at the foot of the world famous MountTai, built in 1999, our company is the specialized factory engaged in the development and production of engineering machinery. The main products are YN series wheel loaders, with 20 different loaders in total and the annual production capacity now has reached 10000 units. The company have passed the ISO9001:2000 Quality System Qualification and assessment of State Engineering Machinery Quality Supervision Center. And also it obtained the Special Equipment Production License and a member of China Machinery Council as well. Our company has “Taian Yineng Hydraulics Co., Ltd ”, “Taian Luneng Import & Export Co., Ltd”, “Taian Luneng Trading Co., Ltd” and “Taian Luneng Frame Co., Ltd” as branches. Always following the philosophy of “Prosper enterprise with super quality products; To create Luneng brand”, we consider products quality as the life of enterprise and control the quality strictly. Customer’s needs as the direction of products development and “To make the top brand of mini loader” as striving target, we won wide market with excellent products, better service and reasonable price. Our products
are not only popular in domestic markets, but also they had been exported to Kazakhstan, Indonesia, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Iran, Brasil, Venezuela, Nigeria, South Africa, Australia, etc.

FuWa Heavy Industry Machinery Co., Ltd is (FuWa Heavy Industry for short) is the one that as development & research, manufacture and sales integrated engineering machinery enterprise. The company set up in 1904, its former was Fushun Excavator with 100 years development history, which had the longest history within the engineering manufacture enterprise in China, and made great contributions to the development of Chinese national industry. While over 60 years of China foundation, the century FuWa is pride for its 20 thousand products spread all over the world's construction site.

FuWa heavy industry is a professional manufacturer of hydraulic crawler crane, which has long history, compete range of products and comprehensive competitiveness. The company has involved in developing engineering cranes for nearly 30 years and accumulated the abundant manufacturing experience and a highly skilled workforce. Up to 2010, the company now has owned 25 types of QUY series brand-new products in 18 ton grade ranging from 25 to 1250. Especially, the first independent R&D of super large ton grade QUY1250 coming out in Asia, shows great R&D strength of our enterprise, furthermore, opening the prologue of FuWa Heavy Industry to the super large ton grade market. At present, FuWa Heavy Industry is developing & researching 3200 ton grade hydraulic crane, which is used for the installation of new-generation nuclear power units.
Jiangsu Huatong Kinetics Co., Ltd. and Jiangsu Huaran Kinetics Co., Ltd. are the JVs of Jiangsu Huatong Machinery Co., Ltd. and Singapore Commuter private Co., Ltd. (a wholly-owned subsidiary of ST Kinetics). Jiangsu Huatong Kinetics Co., Ltd. is an Important pioneer of road machinery and concrete machinery producing in China. With about 30-year history of manufacturing, researching and developing road machinery products as well as concrete machinery products, the enterprise produced the first versatile paver, hydraulic milling machine and slip-form concrete paver (the only company realizing bulk sell) in China. The former name of the enterprise is Zhenjiang Huachen Huatong Road Machinery Co., Ltd. and Zhenjiang Huatong Aran Machinery Co., Ltd. Mr. Jiang Zemin (the former chairman of PRC) and other nation government leaders have visited and written inscription.

There are about 1000 employees working in the company. It is equipped with NC Plate Machining Center and NC Cutting Machines imported from Germany, NC Horizontal Machining Center imported from Sweden and imported Welding Robot. The company is equipped with a National Postdoctoral Science Research facility, a Provincial research & development Center and the Jiangsu Highway Machinery Maintenance Research & Development Center.

The main products are HUATONG & HUARAN Brands of road pavers, mixing plants, road maintenance machines and concrete machinery. The company is awarded with the Certificate of ISO9001: 2000 and new high-tech manufacturer in National Grade Torch Plan. The paver sales in domestic market and its share have ranked first for many years. The machines are approbated and accepted in worldwide. They are not only playing an active role for roads, bridges and municipal construction projects in domestic market, but also have been gradually exported with increasing numbers every year.
World Group, established in 1988, has been devoted to become one of the biggest machinery manufacturers in China. With development of two decades, World Group has achieved one of the 500 strongest private enterprises and has ten billion total assets and about ten thousand employee. It has eight subsidiary companies, a share-holding company and a public company, with product categories covering engineering machinery, forging and stamping machinery, environmental protection machinery, agricultural machinery, special automobiles, automobile spare parts and real estate etc.

World Heavy Industry (China) Co., Ltd, established in 2007, was invested seventy-five million dollar registered capital by World Group and KIMPAN LIMITED. It covers an area of one million and five square meters and the first stage of one hundred and twenty thousand square meters has been put into use.

Our main products contain the wheel loader and the hydraulic excavator with WORLD brand. The wheel loader includes 3T series and 5T series. The hydraulic excavator includes 1.8T series, 4T series, 6T series, 8.5T series, 13T series, 22T series, 24T series, 32T series, 42T series and 70T series etc.. Relying on excellent technical team and strict checkout procedure, we have obtained ISO9001 certificate which provides advance quality check system. We supply products with high quality, competitive price and perfect after-sale services. Welcome cooperation from all over the world.

Yanmar Engine(Shanghai)Co,.Ltd

YANMAR
Solutioneering Together

Yanmar was founded in 1912 as Yamaoka Hatsudoku Kasakusho(Engine Manufacturing Company),and in 1933 developed the world’s first small horizontal diesel engine. Since then, with the diesel engine at the core, we have striven to answer the needs of society through products in a wide range of fields, including marine engines and boats, agricultural machinery and construction equipment. Our consolidated sales amount has reached 5482 billion yen(F.Y.2009), and the number of employees has grown up to 15000. We will contribute all to achieve the goal of ensuring people a better life.
Yanmar Engine is being widely used in most industries, e.g.: excavator, loader, road roller, road machinery, generator, forklift, etc. We sincerely hope for close cooperation with China OEMs; by means of providing clean, environment-protecting and everlasting power solution, to create great life together!

Shanghai Weilit Heavy Mining Machinery Co., Ltd. is a mining machinery company mainly engaged in manufacturing crushing machinery, integrating researching and developing, designing, sales and after-sales service. She has now over 300 employees, including more than 30 middle and senior technical personnel staff. It possesses over 20,000 square meters of standard plant buildings as well as modern offices, R&D center and sales center. For years, the company has been strengthening introducing and digesting of domestic and foreign advanced technologies.

Henan Winner Vibrating Equipment Co., Ltd, locating in Henan Province, is a joint-stock company with research and development, manufacturer and sell in vibrating equipments. Henan Winner is also a professional project contractor, and owns a strong design team, great financial support, first-level manufacturing capability, professional supervise personnel, and operation & training personnel. Henan Winner has developed more than 100 types vibrating machineries successfully, which include V-type High Amplitude Vibrating Screen, High Efficiency Heavy Screen, Articular Screen, Circular Vibrating Screen, Elliptical Screen, Banana Screen, Dewatering screen, Deslagging Screen, Vibrating Feeder, Vibrating Motor, Crusher, Conveyor, etc, and has successful solution for the fine or stick materials. We are also a professional project contractor, contracted the project on mining, sintering and waste recycle industry, etc.
Shanghai Longyang Machinery Factory is professional manufacturer of crushing, screening and MSW incineration equipment. It is a major production and export base of sand-stone and powder making machinery in China. LY owned 7 China Patents and 1 High New Technology Effort Transformable Project, achieved ISO9001: 2000 Quality Management Certificate and SHANGHAI FAMOUS TRADEMARK,. So far, “LY” brand series products have been found all over the world. High reliability and perfect after sale service have not only helped our customers, but also won a high reputation for us. LY’s tenet is "Developing High Technology, Casting World Brand and Pursuing Customer Satisfaction". LY look forward to creating a new brilliant future hand in hand with you.

Sichuan Chengdu Chenggong Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. (Hereinafter referred to as Chenggong) was established in 1950. It is a specialized large integrated enterprise comprising the research & development, manufacture, sale and service of construction machinery.

60 years of time, 60 years of exploring. Chenggong keeps Faithfulness, Profession, Creativity & Development as her belief and grows to be the largest construction machinery research & development, and production base in the western China. In 2009, Chenggong is listed in World Equipment Top 50 by KHL. Chenggong’s product portfolio covers Chenggong Brand wheel loaders (3 ton to 9 ton), backhoe loaders and motor graders, as well as genuine CG parts such as torque converter, transmission, wet axle and so on. After relocation in 2010, the production capacity will achieve 20000 units a year.

Chenggong products attract customers from abroad. They are now working in many countries in North America, South America, Africa, Europe, Middle East and so on. Parts centers are established abroad and a service team is sent to Africa to provide prompt service to customers. With 60 years’ hard working to strive for aggressive achievement, Chenggong will provide
customers with better products, more professional technique support and more efficient service. Chenggong, contributing to your growth, to your prosperous future!

Chengdu Kobelco Construction Machinery (Group) Co., Ltd was established in August 2003 by the merge of 100-year experience KOBE Japan and 60-year experience Chenggong. The company regards Quality & Prestige as the essence of products, and devotes herself in the manufacturing and selling of KOBELCO excavators and CHENGGONG wheel loaders, backhoe loaders and motor graders. In 2010, the sales revenue of the Group exceeds 10 billion RMB, which is the target of Relocation Project. This fulfillment the target five months ahead of schedule marks the beginning of the leapfrog development of the company. The Group will contribute a lot to the new era.

XiangFan TO-WIN Machinery Co., Ltd was established in the year of 2003. It is located in the automobile industry Development Zone of Xianfan city, Hubei, China. Our manufacturer has strong technical -- Advanced Computer Numerical Control machining equipments and some special machining equipments, medium frequency Electric Furnaces, investment (precision) Casting production line, sand casting line, heat treatment equipments, water pressure test equipments, and other processing equipments, Spectrum for chemical test, Microstructure, hardness test and tensile test equipments to guarantee the quality well. We also have strong technician and management teams that can keep the capability in the process of development, design,
production and after sale service. We are the professional manufacturer for casting elbows, forgings, casting parts for autos, mining and construction machinery parts, suspension parts, fittings for insulators and some machining parts for hydraulic systems. Components for Axles etc. Our major products—high Manganese Steel Elbows & Reducers etc. for concrete pumps are exported very well to America, Europe, Singapore, Australia, and some southeast countries.

WAI company was founded in 1978 in America, with more than 30 years of automobile alternator, starter, engine management system products, regulator, and rectifier experience. Currently there are more than 20,000 kinds of products in line. WAIglobal is one of the largest suppliers in the rotating electric industry. Our 12 global sales and distribution centers along with our production center services more than 50 countries worldwide. Our WPS and TRANSPO brands have become increasingly popular in foreign countries and are gradually becoming the brand of choice.

Transpo electronics (Shanghai) Co., LTD. is established in China as a WAI subsidiary factory located in Shanghai’s Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone. The plant has been in operation for more than 13 years and with more than 500 employees. Concentrating mainly on producing regulators, rectifiers, Transpo Electronics Co. LTD. is used as WAIglobal sourcing center. Transpo Electronics Co. LTD. also serves a primary R&D center, manufacturing center, and China domestic sales center. WAIglobal has a comprehensive line of regulators and starters for cars, trucks, and engineering machinery.

You can find corresponding Transpo or WAI part number by entering the original part number in our CD-ROM or by visiting http://www.waiglobal.com or http://www.waiglobal.com.cn.

WAI / Transpo strives to offer customers great value and quality in their products and services.
**Keestrack Group** was founded during 1980s, company engaged in the research & development, manufacture, sales of track mobile screening and crushing plant, till now we are proud to say we are at front of the industry.

Keestrack headquarter locates in Europe, we own several workshops for machining, welding, painting, assembly, engine unit and spare parts warehouse etc., besides the traditional painting room, company brought in automatic power coating, painting line, which increases working efficiency a lot. The factory covers 53,333 square meters area, workshop building area is around 15,550 square meters.

Besides headquarter and 2 factories in Europe, Keestrack sets up several sales departments in USA, India and Russia etc., In 2007, Keestrack invested in China built a new factory in Anhui province, which covers more than 33,333 square meters, after 3 years running, China factory is able to build every type of machine from Keestrack Europe, and all quality accords with Keestrack Europe standards. Also, on March 10th, Keestrack Group bought Italian OM company. Under support of strong technology and after sales service team, with persistent efforts from all Keestrack personnel, Keestrack is moving to world with its steady step.

Our slogan is: Our experience, your key to success!

---

**Shandong Lingong Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.** was established in 1972, and now the company has become an important large-scale enterprise in China construction machinery industry, one of the “top 100 enterprises in China Machinery Industry”, and a Hi-tech enterprise in China. And the main products include loaders, excavators, road rollers, and backhoe loaders, which add up to nearly one hundred kinds of products, and among which the wheel loader has been granted “Famous Brand Products”. 

---

*Images of Keestrack and Shandong Lingong Construction Machinery Co., Ltd.*
The company has set up National Technology Center and Postdoctoral Station; has taken on the National “863” Project and multiple scientific research subjects; and has achieved more than 50 national patents. The company keeps good cooperation relationships with main universities and scientific institutions in China, and has established an open and efficient system on technical cooperation and innovation.

With advanced technology equipments and perfect management system, Lingong has got the ISO9001 quality management system certificate, “Export Products Quality License” and “Import/Export Enterprise Qualification Certificate”. As we have quality products and provide excellent service, our products are very popular in various places in the country, and they have been exported to more than 10 countries and district.

We, Shanghai Longji Construction Machinery Co., Ltd was established in 2002, located in Shanghai, are manufacturers, dealers and exporters of virtually all kinds of construction machinery for a complete range of applications. Wheel loaders, excavators, bulldozers, forklifts, dump truck, cargo truck, water truck, cement truck, pavers machines are all in our arrange. We focus on quality and aim to achieve total customer satisfaction, both in the products we offer and in the service that follows.
Hyundai (Jiangsu) Construction Machinery Co., Ltd, jointly invested by Hyundai heavy industries., LTD & Changlin Company LTD, is controlled by HHI.

The company possesses the largest production line for excavators; capable of manufacturing 40 hydraulic excavators per day, which labels the company as the biggest manufacturer for excavators in China.

The revenue has grown every year since 1995. This consistent growth is due to the reliable quality, dependable service and a high performance-price ratio. Robex excavators from Hyundai (Jiangsu) have become the most popular products used in the Chinese construction market with its sales consistently higher than its competitors.

The company has passed the international standard certification of ISO9001: 2000 quality management system in 2004!

The Robex series of Hyundai excavators adopt the design ideology in which the World’s Bests Are Assimilated. All purchased parts come from the best suppliers in the in the world, which ensure the reliability of the quality of Hyundai excavator. Based on the advanced design ideology of Hyundai Heavy Industries, according to diversified climate conditions in different areas of China, excavators are developed to fit the local engineering construction conditions, passing strict test of China Machinery Industry Federation.

This time we shall bring you the brand-new excavators-ROBEX-9T&R225LC-9Hybird & giant type R805LC-7 for 2010 BAUMA CHINA EXPO.

WE are sincerely looking forward to your visit to our stand Hyundai D32/E29
targeting a rapidly industrialising East Asia.
CLLS now supplies more than 500 products across East Asia for more than 30 Japanese, Korean, American and European brand names. The CLLS Group is principally engaged in the import, sales, marketing, value-addling, export and distribution of a comprehensive range of products. CLLS carries out comprehensive after sales service and parts supply for its complete range of products. CLLS has become the authorized distributor for Subaru/Robin gasoline, diesel engines and spare parts in China for 8 years. We will continue helping our customers to improve their competence.

Ningbo Zhongyi Hydraulic Motor Co., Ltd, founded in 1971, one of the largest Hi-tech enterprises in China, are specialized in hydraulic motors. The factory covers an area of 46,000 square meters and has 280 skilled staff with annually 200,000 pieces of products. With first-class processing and testing equipments and strict quality control, every product has a full quality guarantee. In recent years, Zhongyi products are well exported to world market and continuously carrying out a wide range of international cooperation. Perfection in motion, always exceeding customers’ expectation is our philosophy for development.

Orbital Hydraulic Motor: This series hydraulic motor, with housing made of ductile cast iron, can be widely applied to agriculture machinery, forestry, construction machinery, plastic machines, machine tools and mining machinery, etc.

TARGON PTC is a daughter company of Targon Group. We provides world leading mobile hydraulic transmission and control components, as well as related solutions. TARGON PTC has more than 100 OEM customers in the mobile hydraulic application field including Construction Machinery and Equipment, Petroleum Machinery, Mining Machinery, Marine Machinery, Agriculture Machinery etc. TARGON PTC has been officially authorized as business partner of Rexroth, the business range includes mobile hydraulics and spare parts for mobile applications.
Founded in Correggio, Italy in 1959, SPAL designs, manufactures, and distributes high performance axial fans & centrifugal blowers used in vehicle a/c and engine cooling systems. SPAL puts considerable emphasis on research and development and is recognized worldwide for high-quality, state-of-the-art engineering. SPAL’s manufacturing facility covers an area of more than 50,000 square meters and employs over 500 people. In 2001, SPAL opened SPAL Automotive Components (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. in Shanghai’s WaiGaoQiao Free Trade Zone. Through this facility, SPAL can provide Asian customer improved convenience and service. Currently, SPAL has over 600 customers worldwide.

Located in the Haining, a famous tide-seeing tourist spot by the bank of Qiantang River, Zhejiang Huba Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. is the wholly-owned subsidiary company which is controlled by HUBA Group. It was established in 1985 and mainly engaged in the research and development, manufacture and Sales. The Company is armed with an advanced Painting line, NC machining center, large blasting and derusting equipment, automatic welding and cutting equipments, as well as various testing and inspection devices. All those things provide strong material assurance of high quality of products. The purpose of business is: adhere to the first-class product quality, adhere to the first-class quality service. The main products are: tower cranes, topless cranes, luffing crane, internal climbing crane and crawler cranes.
HAULOTTE GROUP

Address: #7 workshop - 191 Hua Jin Road - Minhang District – 201108 Shanghai - China
Product Profile: Powered Access Platforms
Press Contact Person: Xiaoli WANG
Tel.: 86-21 6442 6610
Fax: 86-21 6442 6619
E-Mail: xwang@haulotte.com
Web-Site: www.haulotte.cn

The Bauma China 2010 exhibition will give the opportunity to Haulotte Group, the specialist of people and Material lifting equipment to exchange views with its customers and partners and allow displaying new Products to meet the specific needs of professional people.

The new electric scissor lift – COMPACT 14, the new electric articulating boom – HA12CJ and HA12CJ+, the new vertical mast – STAR 6 PICKING. Also displayed on Haulotte Group stand: Articulating big boom – HA32PX, the telescopic big boom H28 TJ+, Electric scissor lift - Optimum 8, Articulating trailer mounted boom – HTA19P

ITT

ITT Corporation is a high-technology engineering and manufacturing company operating on all seven continents in three vital markets: water and fluids management, global defense and security, and motion and flow control. With a heritage of innovation, ITT partners with its
customers to deliver extraordinary solutions that create more livable environments, provide protection and safety and connect our world. Headquartered in White Plains, N.Y., the company reported 2009 revenue of $10.9 billion.

ESCO Corporation

For nearly a century, ESCO Corporation has been working with customers in mining, construction, quarries and other industrial applications to develop innovative cast and fabricated steel products for wear, impact and productivity improvement. ESCO Corporation’s commitment to quality products and customer service is the cornerstone of its reputation and relationships. ESCO takes great pride in exceeding customer expectations.

ESCO Engineered Products achieves global reach through manufacturing facilities in North America, Latin America, Europe and China, Supported by an extensive dealer and licensee distribution network. ESCO employees are committed to continuous improvement of products and processes in order to provide outstanding quality, value and speed.

Baldwin China

宝德威滤清器

Baldwin Filters entered into Chinese market in 1995, and was wholly owned by CLARCOR Group on Mar. 24, 2009. Baldwin China was widely recognized by the domestic industries and has been the outstanding supplier of many well-known original equipment and engine manufacturers, such as WEICHAI, DEUTZ, Dongfeng Chaoyang Diesel, FAW, CNPC JICHAI POWER, CINOTRUK, Huayuan Laidong, CAMC, HEIBAO AUTO, YANGCHAI, CHANGCHAI, FOTON, Shanxi Automobile Group, ZHONGTONG BUS, SULLAIR, SEM, CATERPILLAR, etc.

Manufacturing base is located in Weifang, Shandong. Since 1995, new manufacturing and testing
equipment has been added to ensure the facility has world-class capabilities. Baldwin China is ISO 9001 and TS 16949 certified, ensuring the highest worldwide quality capabilities. The facility in China maintains its own technical center capable of developing new products and is supported by the worldwide CLARCOR organization for additional research and development support. Baldwin China takes great advantage of OE market, and also possesses an increasingly mature network of aftermarket sales and service.

Founded in 1828, Bureau Veritas is a world leading conformity assessment and certification services provider in the fields of quality, health, safety, environment (QHSE) and social responsibility specialised in the inspection, analysis, audit, and certification of products, infrastructure (buildings, industrial sites, equipment, ships, etc.) and management systems in relation to regulatory or voluntary frameworks.

Permco Inc., headquarteried in North America, is a global enterprise who is famous for its quality high pressure gear pump. Permco Tianjin is the first subsidiary in China invested by Permco Inc. Setting R&D, production and sales as one, Permco Tianjin has proved itself to be the well-known enterprise in hydraulic gear pump industry in china; its products are applied to the engineering machinery, road machinery, construction machinery, engineering vehicle, oil and mining industry. Our products are applied to the engineering machinery, road machinery, construction machinery, engineering vehicle, oil and mining industry. vehicle, oil and mining industry. With our four major advantages, Permco Tianjin is able to provide global customers with high quality products and fast professional services.
Changshu Keenly Tools Co., Ltd, established in 2000 by a professional engineer, our manufacturing company is engaged in producing road surface preparation products. With our main series including Scarifier Machine, Scarifier Cutter, and Drum...we have now achieved monthly output capacities totaling 200,000 pieces. At the same time we have right to Import and Export. Keenly Tools Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd is a branch company of Keenly Tools Co., Ltd which exports our products to all of world.

With our products selling well in markets worldwide, our main overseas clients are in the USA, Europe, Canada, Middle East and Southeast Asia. Moreover, having a highly flexible product development and manufacturing capability, we are able to offer an OEM/ODM service to all clients.

For more information about any of our product series or to place a requirement, please either take a look at our website or contact us directly. Striving to ensure total customer satisfaction, we hope to have the opportunity of being able to work with your company.

The Continental Corporation is one of the top automotive suppliers worldwide. As a supplier of brake systems, systems and components for the powertrain and chassis, instrumentation, infotainment solutions, vehicle electronics, tires and technical elastomers, the corporation contributes towards enhanced driving safety and protection of the global climate. Continental is also a competent partner in networked automobile communication. Today, the corporation employs approximately 150,000 people at nearly 200 locations in 36 countries.

The Commercial Vehicles business unit accommodates the specific requirements of the commercial vehicle sector. A global network of marketing and service companies ensures proximity to local customers. Covering the product brands Continental and VDO, the business unit offers electronic products, systems and services for commercial and special vehicles and a broad selection of products for specialized workshops.

With more than 80 years of experience in the commercial vehicle segment, this business unit develops and produces products that make commercial and special vehicles safer, cleaner, more fuel-efficient and makes their use in day-to-day business more efficient. Thus, the business unit has been able to establish itself as the market and technology leader for example in the
tachograph segment. In addition, the business unit’s portfolio includes control systems for drive and onboard electronics, onboard toll units, telematic units and display instruments. This business unit also markets commercial vehicle-specific products from other divisions (navigation systems, driver assistance systems, etc.).

Sandvik is a high-technology engineering group with world-leading positions in selected areas - tools for metal working, advanced materials technology and mining and construction. We are represented in 130 countries.

Sandvik Mining and Construction represents one third of overall Sandvik Group and serves a broad range of customers in construction, mineral exploration, mining and bulk materials handling. Our construction expertise covers quarrying, tunneling, demolition and recycling, and other civil engineering applications. Our mining products and services support customers on the surface and underground, in all mineral, coal and metal mining applications from exploration to ore transportation.

TEREX NFLG (Quanzhou) Mobile Processing Equipment Co., Ltd. is a Joint venture in China which was held by Terex Group and NFLG. A company includes R&D, producing and sales, and this is also the first company which focuses on mobile processing equipment in China. Our company will provide our customers with professional and reliable solutions for the mine construction, road construction and demolition recycling.

TEREX®NFLG will provide our customers with all series of crushing and screening equipment including mobile cone crusher, mobile jaw crusher, mobile impact crusher, mobile VSI and mobile screen equipment. Together with the excellent business, management and distribution of NFLG, we will try our best to provide the Chinese crushing and screening industry with the world top level equipment. The equipment can be used for quarry, mining, aggregate processing for road & railway building, rebuild of the concrete road, asphalt crushing before its recycling, demolition crushing before its recycling, etc.
Based in China, Maxdrill Rock Tools Co Ltd is an ISO 9001:2008-certified manufacturer of competitively-priced rock drilling tools, as well as high quality self-drilling rock bolts and accessories. Thanks to our highly efficient management and technological innovation, we have successfully gained the approval of our clients and the international market. Owing to supply energy-saving, economical, effective products, we become one of the most credible Chinese manufacturers in drilling industry. Maxdrill Rock Tools satisfy our clients with Saving not only purchase cost but also saving more usage cost. Also our special tailored-made is waiting for you upon your demand.

Quanzhou Hengchang Electric Appliance Co., Ltd. is located in the famous city of history and culture—quanzhou city, fujian province, we are specialized in manufacturing automobile electric apparatus series including air horns, reduction starters. Our company is set up in 1989 and has become hornor automobile components makers in china for its more than 20-year business principal”Pretige First, Customers Supreme” and the service motto “To run based on human; To keep ahead in science & technology”, Our company has been specially designated to be a component professional manufacturer by China Heavy Duty Truck Group Co., Ltd, Xiamen Golden Dragon Van Co.Ltd. Anhui Hualing Automobile Group Co.ltd, Chengdu Wang Pai Motor Co.,Ltd, Ziyang Nanjun Automobile Co,Ltd and so on, Meanwhile, there is good markets in Southeast Aisa, Middle East, South America and North America. Recalling to our old days, we have considerable gratification. Look forward to the future, we feel more confident. firmly believe that your cooperation and your choice will bring mutual benefits for us.
LTI Steel Wire Rope (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is the first foreign-owned steel wire rope enterprise in China that is invested and managed by the European rope experts, specializing in providing high performance wire ropes and related fittings for crane applications. LTI is registered in Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone, Shanghai and maintains a wide selection of inventory of these products, being able to guarantee on-time delivery, especially throughout all China regions. We are proud to be certified acc. to ISO9001:2008 by LRQA and work with most major classification societies such BV, ABS, GL, and KR successively.

**PHP Hydraulics** is a professional manufacturer of replacement precision parts for Caterpillar, Rexroth, Vickers, Kawasaki, Komatsu, Linde, Liebherr, Sauer Sundstrand, Eaton, hydraulic piston pumps or motors in China. We are sincerely cooperate with oversea and national customers. As a new in this field, we are concentrate on study of new and high technical skills about Hydraulic parts. PHP not only pay attention on items quality, but also have the good after sales service. So we hope more and more people have a good knowledge of PHP. If you have any request or inquiry about hydraulic parts or complete pumps or motors, please feel free to contact me and we will reply you soon.
Neuro Hardware (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd.

We manufacture specialized transport anchor and lifting systems for the construction precast elements. We have more than 10 years production experience with reliable quality insured system. Our main production include the threading system, spherical head anchor system, flat plate anchor system, channel anchor system and fixing system. The specialized system will bring your precast element reliable quality, safety lifting and working efficiency. We are eagerly looking for the customers including the construction precast companies and construction contractors OEM international companies. Also the agents from different area are welcome.

Shandong Mingwei Hoisting Equipment Co., Ltd, China

Shandong Mingwei Hoisting Equipment Co., Ltd, China produces all kinds of tower cranes also participate in business of crane equipment and construction machinery. The company cerficated by ISO9001 international quality system, all of the goods have the best quality and the first services. Since established, we provide fixed QT25D, QTZ40, QTZ63, QTZ80, QTZ125, QTZ160, MWP6020, MWD260 series tower crane, SC hoists and HBT concrete pump, etc. "For the customer "in mind, we make every effort to make our customers free from worry. China Mingwei tower crane has exported to South-east Asia, Middle of east, Brazil, Africa, Indian and so on. We believe Mingwei tower crane can give you a powerful hand towards success!

TOKU

Shanghai TOKU International Co., Ltd as the wholly owned subsidiary of Japanese TOKU Group, supply the brackets and parts for Japan Toku and be an important part in the supply chain. At Toku, we offer the small-size,
to large-size hydraulic breakers and crushers. In addition, we offer low sound features, underwater versions and breakers for tunnel work. Depending on the working environment and the size of the excavator, Toku can select the correct model for the application. Also, Toku continues to make strong efforts in the development of our productions with more power, less vibration and low sound levels which will contribute to the environment and the user.

SHANGHAI HUAXIANG RUBBER TRACK CO., LTD is a specialized manufacturer to produce and sell rubber tracks and rubber pads that has top production equipment and advanced test facilities so that we can produce most varieties of tracks and rubber pads in China in endless with steel cord. We are also one of the departments that draft the national standard <Rubber Track>. Our products are exported to most of the developed countries in Europe, America, Oceania, and Asia. We are awarded ISO9001-2000 certificated of national quality assurance from UK and Hi-Tech Enterprise from Shanghai Tech-Committee. We try our best to meet all requirements from our customers by our innovative products and unique service. Our mainly production are mini-excavator track, dumper and skid steer loader track, agriculture track, paver track, snow mobile track and other special tracks.

Shanghai SANYYO Complete Machinery Co., Ltd was founded in 1986. The company gradually turned into joint-stock enterprises, which produces large-sized crushing machinery and provides perfect solution on its own, thanks to the fact that it initially focused on manufacture and research of wear-resistant material. Now the company covers an area of 200,000 square meters, is well equipped with modernized cutting plant, and has more than 400 people working for it. It has changed into an important manufacturer and exporter of crushing, screening and sand making machines across China. Our company has three factories now. The company mainly produces crushing and screening equipment, and has a product range of more than 300 models in above 30 categories, and sells machines annually in thousands. The
company has set up offices in main cities across China, and technical service center in many countries around the world.
The company has established “SANYYO Stone Crushing Regulation Center” in order to solve pre-sales, on-sales and after-sales service problem for customers. The establishment of this center marks the fact that the company has inched into the club of world-class stone-crushing equipment supplier.

Shanghai Chuan Fu International is established in 2001, the headquarter is located in Shanghai and has dedicated service teams in Beijing, Qingdao, Xiamen, and Guangzhou, ...etc. Chuan Fu is specialized in rubber polymers, compounds, medical chemistry, automotive industrial gum, low/high pressure hydraulic hoses, liquid hose assembly as well as the sales representative of hoses braider machinery, and also provides technical collaboration in the rubber industry field.
Main products: Japan Yokohama and Aquaflex brand industrial hydraulic hoses, and fitting assemblies.
Our philosophy: Trustworthy and Proficient; collaboration in technical; and win-win ensure.
Vision: Support to upgrade technology capability and maximize customer’s benefits!

Trelleborg is a global engineering group whose leading positions are based on advanced polymer technology and in-depth applications know-how. Trelleborg develops high-performance solutions that seal, damp and protect in demanding industrial environments. The Trelleborg Group employs about 20,000 people in some 40 countries. The head office is located in Trelleborg, Sweden.
The Trelleborg Group offers technological solutions that meet three primary customer needs: to seal, damp and protect to secure investments, processes and people in demanding industrial environments. Functions that are vital for customers within selected segments of the global markets, such as aerospace, agricultural, automotive, infrastructure/construction, transportation, oil/gas and other sectors.
After twelve years’ great efforts, Henan TATU Highway Co., Ltd has now become the biggest manufacturer and supplier of road traffic safety facilities in China. There are now four industrial modules, more than a hundred kinds of products which includes road machinery, road chemical products, road optoelectronics products and affiliated facilities. These products are widely exported to more than sixty countries and regions in the world, making TATU a famous brand both at home and abroad.

Recent years, Henan TATU Highway Co., Ltd constantly forges ahead with R&D innovation, meets different levels, different regions’ needs around the world, successively employs large number of high-end R&D talents, adopts new industrialized subject scientific research model and increasingly puts many products on the market with fully independent intellectual property, filling relevant gaps of national products in some fields. Its advanced design ideas, excellent technical performances and superior design have surpassed the similar products in international market, realizing the entire leap of national marking machines from key technologies to the complete manufacturing and making TATU in an invincible position and internationally famous among the increasing fierce market competition.

Beijing Road Hydraulic System Technology Co., Ltd is a professional hydraulic engineering company. We can provide customers incorporate service from a single component to a whole system. Our sales engineers will keep in touch with customers and know the demand. Our engineering persons will convert demands from customers to the technical material, including designing sheet, hydraulic scheme, components list and even the operator’s manual. For prototype, we provide a detailed support. It includes assembling, commissioning and testing, optimizing the hydraulic system continually. This professional turn key service will short
customers’ time for hydraulic system design and production, improve the performance and save the cost.

Yantai Huhui Trade Co.,Ltd is located in YANTAI, Shandong province, China, it’s an enterprise that exporting all kinds of construction machinery spare parts for excavator, bulldozer, crane, truck crane, loader, motor grader which brands contain CAT, KOMATSU, HITACHI, SUMITOMO, KATO, HYUNDAI, DAEWOO, VOLVO, XCMG, SHANTUI, CHANGLIN, etc.

We specialize in below parts:

UNDERCARRIAGE PARTS-track roller, top roller, sprocket, idler, track shoe, track link, tension device
GROUND ENGAGING TOOLS-bucket & teeth, cutting edge, grader blade, side cutter
HYDRAULIC CYLINDER-bucket cylinder, arm cylinder, boom cylinder, lift cylinder, tilt cylinder, ripper cylinder
BRAND ENGINE and related parts (Commins, Yuchai, Bosch, etc)
HYDRAULIC BREAKER and related components-chisel, seal kit, pipe multi-valve
FAW & XCMG whole-machine parts

Founded in 1999, Yantai Newstar Aero Hydraulics Co., Ltd. (Newstar) is a progressive hydraulic products manufacturer operating two facilities in Yantai, China. Each of Newstar’s plants has independent import and export rights. Both were ISO/TS16949 certified in Feb. 2006. The Longkou plant, Yantai Newstar Hydrotec Co., Ltd., was set up in 2002. Another plant, Rosenboom Machine & Tool Inc. Yantai China, was set up in 2006 in the Economical and Technological Development District of Yantai as a joint venture with American hydraulic cylinder manufacturer Rosenboom Machine & Tool, Inc.

With fixed assets of RMB80, 000,000, Newstar encompasses 50,000 square meters of land area including 35,000 square meters of shop floor space. Newstar possesses various state-of-the-art production machines supported by world class inspection and testing instruments. Newstar is specialized in developing and manufacturing a variety of hydraulic systems.
Established in 1987, Zhejiang Shuangjin Machinery Group is located in north suburb of Hangzhou city, China. We specialized in production of mining equipments, esp. cone crushers, crusher spares including concave, mantle, blow bar and other high manganese steel castings, high chrome casting irons, grey cast irons and carbon steel castings. We have complete mold-making, casting, heat-treatment, mechanical machining and assembly workshops all at one-stop. Our products enjoy good reputation both at home and abroad. We assure good quality, competitive price, in-time delivery and effective after-sale services. We sincerely welcome friends worldwide to contact us for business co-operation.

Cummins Inc., a global power leader, is a corporation of complementary business units that design, manufacture, distribute and service engines and related technologies, including fuel systems, controls, air handling, filtration, emission solutions and electrical power generation systems. Cummins serves customers in more than 190 countries through its network of over 500 company-owned and independent distributor facilities and more than 5,200 dealer locations. Cummins reported consolidated sales of $10.8 billion in 2009.

Cummins' investment in China currently exceeds US$310 million. As the largest foreign investor in the Chinese diesel engine industry, the Company's business connection to the country date back to 1975. After more than 30 years of development, Cummins now has significant ownership in 14 factories producing eleven of the eighteen Cummins engine families. In the aftermarket support area, Cummins has 12 regional service centers and over 300 authorized dealers across the country.

Cummins engines, from 3.3 to 78 liters with output from 31 to 3500 horsepower, offer the widest power range to meet the diverse demands from compact to large construction equipment, i.e. forklift, excavator, loader, roller, compactor, air compressor, crane, drill and dump truck, etc. With greater levels of productivity, efficiency, durability and cost effectiveness in the industry, Cummins engines are widely used by the global construction operators as a result of the constant advantage in multiple emissions technologies from Tier 1 to Tier 4.
Xiamen Yinhua Machinery Co., Ltd. was incorporated in 1971 as a company directly under former Ministry of Hardware Industry. In 1984, Yinhua was separated from the military system and began to manufacture hydraulic cylinders. In May 2006, Yinhua became a member company of CCRE. In the past two decades, Yinhua carried forward its military tradition of "Unity, Endeavour, Innovation and Dedication" as well as the core values of "Creativity, Courage, Collaboration and Transcendence", and has gradually grown into one of the largest hydraulic cylinder manufacturers in China with independent R&D and production capacity. In 2003, Yinhua was successfully certified by ISO9001:2008 quality system. For the moment Yinhua's fixed assets amount to 330 million Yuan, and among our 1,000 employees more than 200 are professional technicians. Key products include hydraulic cylinders for excavators, loaders, fork lift trucks and hydraulic cylinders for other equipment. Besides, we have supplied reliable hydraulic elements in huge amount for engineering machinery and other industries. Our customers include XGMA, Foton Lovol International Heavy Industry Co., Ltd., Shandong Lingong Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. (a member of VOLVO Group), Shandong SEM Machinery Co., Ltd. (a member of Caterpillar Group), Lonking Holdings Limited, Guangxi Yuchai Heavy Industry Company Limited, Zhejiang Hangcha Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd., Anhui Hecha Forklift Co., Ltd., etc. Each year millions of our hydraulic cylinders are exported to all continents with our customers' products.

Proplate AB
Address: Universitetsgatan 2, 656 37 KARLSTAD, SWEDEN
Press Contact Person: Mr Thomas Norén
Tel.: +46101954193
Fax: +46101954101
Our customers are enterprises building crawler cranes, and companies that need cutted items in high quality steel. We have a first class production site, with excellent plate yield and top quality. Proplate is the world’s leading manufacturer of straps to cranes – Proplate Straps. Proplate Straps sets a new branch standard with the highest quality combined with first class performance. Our main product concept is Proplate Totalcut Concept. Proplate Totalcut Concept aims for reducing customer plate consumption and need of transportation. This is possible due to large scale and high class cutting facilities. We are a customer oriented organization, with highest priority to satisfy customer needs. For us customer relations are a long term relationship, we see ourselves as a partner to our customers.

Changsha Tianhe Drilling Tools and Machinery Co., Ltd., which located in Hanpu Scientific and Educational Park, Yuelu section, Changsha city, is a plant and professional geotechnical drilling factory specializing in the production, management, research, and sales of drilling tools. The products mainly include DTH (down-the hole) hammers and bits with capacity of drilling holes from 3" to 31" (76mm-800mm) in diameters, DTH drilling tools with large diameters for deep holes drilling, Reverse circulation hammers and bits, Overburden (ODEX) casing system and symmetrical overburden casing system, accessories of rock drills and some other equipments. They are enjoy great popularity in open-pit or underground mining, hydraulic engineering, oil and gas engineering, bridge engineering, construction engineering, geotechnical engineering and some other fields. We would like to find distributors in different areas, to promote drilling industry.

JSI ROCK TOOLS

JSI is a highly specialized manufacturer of quality rock drilling tools and supplier of various kinds of industrial products for mining, tunneling, quarrying, water well drilling and steel industries. We supply customers with our quality products for the following sections: Open cast and underground mining; Construction of Hydropower projects; Infrastructure: Highways, railways, subways, tunnels; Quarrying; Water well, underground heat etc.
HEMCO Heavy Equipment Manufacturing Co. (Beijing) Ltd. is committed to design, develop and manufacture high quality mobile heavy machinery for foundation engineering applications. HEMCO’s portfolio includes Rotary Drilling Rigs, Kelly Bars, Drilling Buckets, Drilling Bits and other accessories.

HEMCO Electro-Hydraulic Controls Division specializes in electro-hydraulic solutions including Weighing Systems for Loaders and Heavy Duty Dump Trucks. Moreover, this division specializes in developing customized Electro-Hydraulic Controls for Drilling Rigs and similar equipment.

HEMCO products are widely used in projects related to the construction of highways, railway bridges, reservoirs, ports, urban constructions, industrial facilities, mines, docks, freight yards; etc. HEMCO enjoys reputation in the domestic industry for its quality, and also enjoys confidence of overseas customers from Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and Singapore; etc.

With a long history of 20 years, Jiangsu Shenxi Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. has been the most famous manufacturer of suspended platform in China. We can design and produce various suspended platforms and lifting equipment according to your requirement and our products gain CE certificate. Since 1988, our company produced the first hoist of China; we have been making breakthrough and innovation in this field all the time with the aspiration for being best.

Compared with other equipments, our ZLP suspended platform has the advantages of reliable safety, easy installation, high efficiency and small space. Owe to its unique design, our electric lifting equipment can be used in many complex environments such as high-rise buildings, working
construction, maintenance and painting. And you can find our Shenxi suspended platform all over the world.

Nanjing Shunmey Science & Technology Co., Ltd.

Address: Room 806-807, HongQiao Business Building, No.22, Jianning Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu Province, China
Product Group: Remote Radio Controls, Remote Control Technique and Data Transmission
Contact: Han Youfa
Phone: 025-85549406
Fax: 025-85549505/7-803
Mobile Phone: 13813964199
E-mail: njshunmey@yahoo.com.cn
Website: www.shunmey.com, www.akerstroms.se

Main Target Customers:
SANY Group, Zoomlion, XCMG and other manufacturers for construction machinery and large mobile applications, and all those manufacturers who produce or sell mobile products.

Introduction of Products:
AKERSTROMS—the industrial radio remote control system in Sweden, is applicable to radio remote control and data transmission in industrial and mobile application field.

Cooperation Intention:
To seek for the OEM matching service firm for the products.
PEHEL is an ISO9001 and UKAS certified company and member of China Hydraulic and Pneumatic Seal Element Industrial Association. PAIHE is also a trustworthy unit in quality of product appraised by the Technical Supervising Bureau. PEHEL, equipped with advanced CNC machines and professional technicians, can design, develop and produce hydraulic controlling components and full sets of accessories all on itself. PEHEL's good quality products are being sold all around China and spreading to Europe, US, Mid-east and South-east Asia. PEHEL is willing to create prosperous future with friend all over the world.

Jafza is Economic Zones World's flagship operation. It is one of the worlds largest and the fastest growing free zones. Established in 1985, Jafza today is spread over an area of 48 sq. kms and is home to over 6400 companies, including over 120 of the Fortune Global 500 enterprises, from across the world. It is a leading driver of the burgeoning UAE economy. With its impeccable track record, Jafza stands for innovation, customer centricity, transparent operations and entrepreneurial dynamism.

As the leading business hub of the Middle East, it focuses on long-term customer relationships and fosters alliances with global investors by providing them with world class infrastructure supported with value-added services and incentives. Jafza also offers them the benefit of huge business opportunities from a potential market of over two billion people in the greater Middle East region.

Beta is a leading company in the production and sales of professional hand tools. Beta was founded in 1923. In 1939, the trademark Beta was registered and the company became involved mainly in manufacturing professional l tools. Beta Utensili has long been sealed by partnerships with prestigious teams, including Ferrari, Jordan, McLaren and Minardi in Formula 1, and Honda, Suzuki, Kawasaki and Yamaha in MotoGP. Beta is active worldwide, through high-performance logistic facilities and a comprehensive distribution network which comprises 7 foreign branches in France, Britain, Holland, Spain, Poland, China and Russia and sales points in over 200 countries.
Beta Industrial Trading (Shanghai)Co., Ltd was established by Beta Utensili in 2009 in China. Adhering to “Professional quality, Serve you heart and soul” mission, Beta products are launched in the China. The mission is to set up the integrated network of products, marketing services, technical trainings, warehouses and logistics for the whole Asia-Pacific region becoming the highest-end and the most professional system solutions supplier in the industry field. It was built three distribution centers, less than one year, in Shanghai, Beijing, and Guangzhou. Each distribution centers are the 4 functions called training center, sales & service center, warehouse, and logistics center. In 2009 Beta China has gained a great success with offering the distribution center, sustaining the effective marketing strategies.

Brokk – the world’s leading remote controlled demolition robots is used on building demolition, concrete cutting and tunnel construction comprehensively more than twenty years. It brings technology innovation in construction and concrete cutting area and can totally instead man-working and small saws.

The main application of Brokk machines are:
- Indoor demolition and renovation
- Concrete cutting and drilling
- Excavation and concrete shorting in concrete shorting
- Debricking of furnaces in process
- Demolishing brick linings in cement
- Removing and sorting radioactive wastes in nuclear
- Emergency rescue

Along with the high rate development of economic, the working standard for construction is more and more strict and also the labor cost is more and more expensive than before. How to solve those problems and make the whole project safe and efficiency? We need construction equipments which have advanced technology and outstanding reliability. Brokk demolition robot can do the construction in the condition with no vibration, low noise, no waste gas and no dust. It can reduce affection of the construction and totally meet the requirement of noise control and environmental protection.
The Austrian-based Semperit AG is one of the world’s leading companies active in developing, manufacturing high quality rubber and plastic products. Founded in 1824, the company is one of the Europe’s oldest rubber manufacturers. The Semperflex hydraulic hose division develops, manufactures and markets hydraulic hoses throughout the world. These high quality products are produced in our Semperflex plants in Austria, China, the Czech Republic and Thailand based on know-how gained over many years. Our products also include in addition to a multitude of standardized hose types particularly compact hoses with extraordinary performance values designed for state-of-the-art high performance hydraulic applications of spiral hoses designed to resist extreme pressure and temperature conditions.

Shandong Rnomac Hydraulic Machinery Co., Ltd., hereinafter to be refered as RNOMAC, was founded in 2004 and located in Huaiyin S&T Zone in Jinan, China. RNOMAC is a large-scale export-oriented enterprise mainly engaging in activities of R&D, manufacturing, and distribution of the following products, wheel loader, excavator, skid steer loader, trucks, truck crane, hydraulic motor, winch, buckets and some new energy products including Lithium battery powered bicycles, motorcycles etc. Over 90% of products are sold to Europe, Africa, America, Oceania and some districts of Asia.

RNOMAC is composed of 7 divisions, including Wheel Loader Division, Skid Steer Loader Division, Excavator Division, Truck and Truck Crane Division, Hydraulic Motor and Winch Division, Steel Structure Parts Division and Lithium Battery Product Division. At present, RNOMAC owns two registered brands: RNOMAC and RNOTE. The RNOMAC branded products include skid steer loader, wheel loader, excavator, hydraulic motor, winch, and buckets steel structure parts etc. RNOTE branded products include Lithium battery, Lithium battery powered bicycles and motorcycles. Meanwhile, RNOMAC is also authorised to export and sell SINO-TRUCK trucks and BQ-TADANO truck cranes. All the products is sold to over 10 countries and areas of the world and now a global sales network is set up covering Africa, East South of Asia, Europe, Austrilia and Africas, obtaining broad acceptions from the overseas markets.
Shanghai Lixin Hydraulics Co., Ltd (Shanghai Lixin Hydraulic Components Plant), established in 1967 and it is one of the best Hydraulic components manufacturer in China. In September 2003 the company was successfully formed a multi-investment limited company. The company passed the quality management system of ISO 9001:2000 and it successfully obtained the Certificate of Shanghai High and New Technological Enterprises and Shanghai patent-experimental enterprise, National industry content products and National mechanic quality- administer award and Shanghai famous-brand products, Shanghai namable trademark and National implementation of outstanding performance model of advanced enterprise and other honorary titles. Base upon its hydraulic specialty and high technology with its own brand name “LY” the company can manufacture the main products: hydraulic high-pressure valves; hydraulic systems; capsule-type accumulators and other no-standard hydraulic high-pressure valves. The hydraulic high-pressure valves products has three types including pressures, flows, and directions which have more than 12000 kinds of different specifications and widely applied in many fields as follows: machine tools; metallurgy, mining; petroleum; marine; plastics; building materials; agricultural machinery industry; wind power generate and which meets the machinery equipment high-pressure needed.

Shanghai Nanhua Electronics Co., Ltd was founded in the early 90s, start to design and manufacture audible & visible warning products applied to ZMPC manufacturers and Metallurgical industry field independently. After two decades of development, products developed by Nanhua Electronics have widely used in Iron and steel metallurgy, telecommunications, engineering machinery, port, energy,
transportation, wind power and other industries. Nanhua has a modern plant and testing equipment, advanced and reliable professional laboratory provide an effective guarantee for the excellent quality of products; Nanhua has a large number of high-quality management and R & D technical personnel, with the high research and development capabilities to create superior technology center, has created a variety of industry leading products.

Nanhua's products dedicated into high reliability application, mainly has 5 series: Industrial warning, Aviation obstruction light, Industrial lighting, Industrial communication system and Industrial sensors instrument etc.

XuZhou BeiLai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd established in 2000, which is a professional corporation of manufacturing machinery components. BeiLai is located in China's largest construction machinery production base, Xuzhou, There are 100 employees in BeiLai, 42% colleague degree, 8 technology researchers, 1 engineering professor, 3 senior engineers and 4 engineers.

The main products are slewing bearings, slewing drives, Quenching machines, CNC drilling machines and excavator undercarriage parts including recoil springs, idlers, sprockets, track rollers and carrier rollers. They are widely used in excavators, aerial platforms, cranes, medical machine, solar energy and wind turbines etc. Quality is soul of the product and every product from BeiLai is under standard of the ISO9001:20008. XuZhou BeiLai is supplier of XCMG, XIAGONG MACHINERY, JINGONG, XCG, HANDLER, ZOOMLION, PutzMeister, The Tanfield Group and so on. Now there exist a booming increase sale in China as well as America, Germany, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia and many other countries.

SIAC Group is a professional manufacturer of construction machinery cabs with a history of more than 40 years. She has a strong team of cabs’ molding, research and development, with her customers including CATERPILLAR, LIBHERR, JCB and KOMATSU, etc.

Xuzhou Xugong Metal Structure Co., Ltd is the largest manufacturer of construction machinery cabs in China, with the most advanced electrophoresis line and blanking equipments among companies in this field, who has also been a constitutor of industry standards for manufacturing of construction machinery cabs in China. Her main customers include listed companies as XCMG and SDLG, and NEW HOLLAND, BOMAG, ATLAS LONKING ATLAS Copco LINDE as well.
Guangxi Construction Engineering Group Construction Machinery Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is one of the key government enterprise that subject R&D research and development, manufacture, sales and service of construction machine and established in 1958. The annual production of construction machine is more than 1600 units, and the annual amount of production is more than RMB800 million. The products sell to 31 provinces of China and 22 cities, countries and areas include Hong Kong, Macao, South-east Asia, Middle East, Africa, East-Europe etc. We established more than 100 sales and service offices at 31 provinces of China and 12 sales and service offices at 10 countries in abroad. Our company wins high praises “After Sales Sevice Satisfied Enterprise” in six times (18 years) awarded by Chinese Quality Association and Chinese Construction Machine Industry Association.

Address: No.1 Xiu An Road, Nanning, Guangxi, China
Tel: +86-771-3906917
Fax: +86-771-3906913
Email: ygnn8@126.com
CCC Xi’an Road Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. is the earliest and the biggest domestic specialized road building & maintaining machinery building and manufacturing enterprise. It is a subsidiary company of the China Communications Construction Company Ltd, which is one of the Top 500 Enterprises in the world. (CCCC), and its total assets are in proximity to RMB0.9 billion.

CCC Xi’an Road Construction Machinery Co., Ltd. was established in 1959, and its precursor was a backbone enterprise named Xi’an Road Construction Machinery Factory directly under the Ministry of Communications of P. R. China. From coming into existence up to the present, the enterprise has been devoted to the research and development of road pavement machinery products. The first set of forcing batch-type asphalt mixing plant, the first set asphalt paver and the first set of stabilizer in China successively came into the here. With the international advanced levels, the H serial environmental protection energy conservation type and J serial container type asphalt mixing plants were appraised as “New Record of Chinese Enterprises in 2005”, “The 2nd Class Prize of S & T Innovation of CHTS” and “The 1st Class prize of S & T Innovation of CCC”, the domestic market share of the asphalt mixing plant of the company is first. And the large asphalt mixing plants are always keeping ahead in Chinese market. The large scale construction and maintenance equipments for new-style high grade highway including the multifunction paver, slurry sealing machine series, milling machine series, synchronous macadam sealing machine series and concrete pavement dowel steel built-in machine series are in the leading level domestically and got many award form nation and the Ministry of Communications of P. R. China.

4N Corporation

Website: www.4ncorp.com
Email: Mr. Bernie Nerlich, 4ncorp@4ncorp.com
Tel: 001-814-676-4477; Fax: 001-814-676-3910
Add: PO Box 215, Franklin, PA 16323 USA

Product Profile: 4N Corporation manufactures grouser bar which is used to rebuild the bull dozer track shoe.
We supply grouser bar to over 28 countries in both the heat treated and non-heat treated condition.

**Target Market:** We are looking for OEM distributors that are currently working on rebuilding undercarriage Distributors of aftermarket undercarriage and ground engaging tools

**Products Introduction:** We supply grouser bar from 1” tall to 3.5” tall. Our grouser bar can be used on every type of crawler Tractor in production today. Our heat treated grouser bar is produced to a through hardness of 45 to 53 Rockwell “C”.

---

**AME GmbH**

**Website:** www.ame.at  
**Email:** Mr Karl Klinzer, k.klinzer@ame.at  
**Tel:** +43 3462 30802 113; **Fax:** +43 3462 30802 249  
**Add:** Wirtschaftspark 44, A-8530 Deutschlandsberg, Austria

**Product Profile:** Machines for production for concrete blocks and pavers. PFS 1000,1300 and Amethyst are stationary machines with high output and reasonable cost. Available as semi up to fully automatic version. The egglayer FGH 1200 is a fully automatic mobile line

**Intention for Partnership:** Our intention for partnership is to develop the Chinese market for AME machines in the field of high quality and reliable block machines. In our head office we also have a Chinese employ, so the communication could be also Chinese language. The partner should have contacts to the concrete industry

**Target Market:** Producer of concrete blocks, pavers and Curbstones Dealer for machinery special for concrete industry such as mixing and batching plants  
Importers for machinery

**Products Introduction:** AME is developing and producing machines for production of concrete blocks and pavers. Our stationary lines such as PFS 1000 ECCO line is a semi automatic system with a high output and very competitive price. All AME lines are design in this way that all units are compatible to the next model group .This means if you start with a PFS 1000 or PFS 1300 Ecco Line you can grow the system with basic units and add more automatisation for SMART or FIRST CLASS model. In this way you can save cost and grow with the demand of the market. AMETHYST 1500 PREMIUM CLASS is the AME top model with highest output and fully automatic. In this line our OCTOPUS 450/550 Palleting Robot is integrated. The units are equipped with servo drive motors to guarantee shortest circle time

FBH 1200 is a automatic mobile block and curbstones production system. Ame is also offering cubing system for the mobile egg layer

For the production of environmental building materials AME has a unique system for production of wood concrete blocks. The model WSB100 is using wood chips in combination with cement for production.
Gemels has been producing a full range of forged steel ball valves since many years.

The reason for using this material is the high quality of the final product which can be obtained.

Gemels engineers and manufactures its range of ball valves with the maximum consideration for end user needs. The quality of the valve starts with the design.

The wide choice of materials in which our valves are available is also a product of theoretical and experimental analysis. The most important features of our ball valves are the follows:

- Wide range of valves
- Fire safe system

**HANSA-FLEX Hydraulic(Shanghai) Co., Ltd**

**Web-Site:** [www.hansa-flex.com.cn](http://www.hansa-flex.com.cn)

**Press Contact Person:** Viola Qu

**E-Mail:** Tingting.qu@hansa-flex.com.cn

**Address:** No.500, Feizhou Road, Lingang New Town, Pudong New District Shanghai, P.R. China

**Tel.:** +86 (21) 3821 6025  **Fax:** +86 (21) 3821 6035

**Product Profile:** HANSA-FLEX has become Europe’s leading company for all areas of hydraulics. It supplies most of hydraulic products and professional service.

**Target Market:**
- Manufactures of CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES
- Product CONSTRUCTION MACHINES
- Manufactures of Machines for Extraction of raw materials or Mineral Processing

**Products Introduction:**
- Hydraulic unit hose and hose assembly, Pipe and pipe assembly all kinds of fitting all kinds of valve used in line(ball valve, check valve, shuttle valve etc.) Quick connector Flange Pump, Solenoid Valves, cylinders Filters, accumulators.
- Hydraulic Accessory (seals, gauge, test points, hose protection, pipe clamps, etc.) Valve-added service( design and manufacture non-standard parts, KANBAN, Professional products training, prototype on site service etc.)

**Intention for Partnership:**
- Professional company in hydraulic system, construction machinery, rail transportation, metallurgy and shipbuilding industries, or others professional area using hydraulic system.

Hydronix Limited
Web-Site: http://www.hydronix.com
Press Contact Person: Melany George
Tel.: +44 1483 468900 Fax: +44 1483 468919
E-Mail: enquiries@hydronix.com
Address: 7 Riverside Business Centre Walnut Tree Close Guildford Surrey GU1 4UG

Product Profile: Hydronix is the original and world leading manufacturer of digital microwave moisture sensors and water control equipment. Designed for the harsh environment of the concrete industry, Hydronix have a range of sensors that will suit most installations. For example, they can be mounted in or underneath bins, chutes and in most types of mixer.

Target Market: The target market for Hydronix is Control System Manufacturers and Automation Companies in the Concrete and Aggregate industries. We also supply to OEM’s

Products Introduction: The Hydro-Probe II is designed to measure in the flow of material from a bin or chute. The Hydro-Mix VII is a flush mounted sensor for mixers and screw conveyors & the Hydro-Probe Orbiter is a rotating sensor for rotating and static pan mixers. All sensors can be configured and controlled remotely over a network connection.

Intention for Partnership:
Nylacast Ltd

Web-Site: [www.nylacast.com](http://www.nylacast.com)
Press Contact Person: Thomas Lynch
E-Mail: Thomas.lynch@vodafoneemail.co.uk
Tel.: 0116 2768558 Fax: 0116 2741954 Mobile: 07787780902

Address: 200 Hastings Road
Product Profile: Engineering Polymer Solutions. Components offer self-lubrication, high impact strength, low co-efficient of friction and a cost-effective alternative to metal components.
Target Market: Construction Equipment Manufacturers; Crane Manufacturers and Operators; Piling Foundation Companies
Products Introduction: Complex components in any quantity including: - Thruster Washers - Gears, Telescopic boom wear pads; Bushes; Pulleys / Sheaves; Piling Dollies; Outrigger Pads

PTH Profiteam Holzer PTH ASIA

Web-Site: [www.pthcrusher.com](http://www.pthcrusher.com)
Press Contact Person: Mr. Grossenberger Dieter PTH ASIA
E-Mail: d.grossenberger@gmail.com
Tel.: + 86 138 178 64 581 Mobile: + 86 138 178 64 581
Address: Lechen 14 A-8692 Neuberg an der Mürz, Austria
Product Profile: Stone Crusher, Bitumen Road Crusher, Stabilizer, Grader, Compactor, Speed Grader, Agricultural Crusher,
Target Market: All kind of road building companies Agricultural improvement of area companies
Products Introduction:
We provide all kind of stone Crusher for heavy use and in combination with the PTH grader and amazing system for low cost road renewing. Also Stabi Crusher for fundamental road repair and renewing Worldwide amazing machine combinations between Crusher, Grader and Compactor to save cost and time.
Intention for Partnership:
Machine sale, Road building system sale and production support / supervising
TRIMAN is a company founded in 1985 with the objective of designing, producing and marketing a complete line of equipment devoted to the treatment of all kind of minerals destined for the production of aggregates for use in construction and public works Companies. Triman produces the all machinery set and equipments in some very modern factories and makes also that the quarries’ owner would be able to avoid the production of crushing materials.

**Products Introduction:**
First of all, TRIMAN normally produces a type of primary crushers employed to reduce sizes for big rocks like IPT Crushers, TMM Jaws Crushers or MRT Breakers. TRIMAN usually sets up a secondary equipment composed with IST Crushers, TMI Crushers or TMC Cones. They are selected, based on the required feeding size, hardness or abrasiveness. The tertiary type of machine is specifically used to regrind production surpluses and rejects from previous crushers in the feeding process line. They are TMI-A, TMI-G or TMC Cone Crusher. Finally, TRIMAN has also developed a fabrication system for big silos, completely screwed and that can be dismantled.

**Intention for Partnership:** Our participation in Bauma china 2010 has mainly 3 goals:
- Meet with new customers in the Asian Market.
- Looking for a partner to share technology and to manufacture in China.
- Meet potential suppliers of different components of our products. Please visit us at Hall E1 Booth 725

**Tru-Trac Rollers (Pty) Ltd**

**Web-Site:** www.tru-trac.com  
**Press Contact Person:** Bennie Strydom  
**E-Mail:** bennie@tru-trac.com  
**Tel.:** +27 12 661 9531 **Fax:** +27 12 661 9489 **Mobile:** +27 83 675 8670  
**Address:** P.O.Box 8707, Centurion, South Africa.

Tru-Trac Conveyor Belt Tracking Roller /Training Idler /Self-Aligning roller that tracks the Return as well as the Troughing side of any conveyor from a 400 mm wide to a 2 600 mm wide conveyor and can handle speeds of between 0,5 m/sec to 8,5 ++ m/sec.

**Target Market:** Our main target groups are Technical staff/Management on mines/plants/factories involved with conveyors and the Problems and Costs associated with conveyor belt miss-tracking.

**Products Introduction:** Established in 1995, we supply the Tru-Trac conveyor belt trackers for aligning conveyor belts. Our
Patented and Proven Technology is sold in over 55 countries worldwide. Our products are reliable, maintenance free, operates in all conditions and is simple to install. Our product superiority stems from the fact that we are one of the only companies in the world that specializes solely in conveyor belt tracking technology.

WINNER HYDRAULICS CORPORATION

Web-Site: www.winnerhydraulics.com.cn
Press Contact Person: MR. STEVEN CHEN

E-Mail: winner-mail@umail.hinet.net
Tel.: +886-4-7865118 Fax: +886-4-7873915
Address: NO.6, HU SHAN ST., HUA-TAN HSIANG, CHANG-HUA HSIEN, TAIWAN 50351

Product Profile:
Main Products: a.) Cartridge Valves b.) Solenoid Cartridge Valves c.) Manifolds d.) DC / AC Power Packs

Target Market: All hydraulic system & design company

Products Introduction: Main Products:
 a.) Cartridge Valves b.) Solenoid Cartridge Valves c.) Manifolds d.) DC / AC Power Packs

YOKE INDUSTRIAL CORP.

Web-Site: http://www.yoke.net
Press Contact Person: Mr. Steven Hong
E-Mail: Yoke777@ms74.hinet.net

Tel.: 886-4-23508088 Fax: 886-4-23501001
Address: #39, 33rd Road, Taichung Industrial Park, Taichung 407, Taiwan

Product Profile: Lifting Chain & Fittings

Target Market: Material handling industry, construction industry, offshore industry, mining industry, logging industry, Fishing industry

Products Introduction:
YOKE runs a constant and strict production facility with quality control in every manufacturing stage from raw materials to the completed product. YOKE’s quality meets the ASTM A-952-98 & European committee’s
standardization regulation EN 1677 for grade 80 steel alloy lifting chain and components. Our main products are Grade 80&100 Lifting Chain Fittings, Snatch Blocks, Hoist Hooks, Angular Contact Bearing Swivels, Hoist Rings & Lifting Points, Shackles, Sockets & Sleeves and Safety Components For Fall Protection.

**Intention for Partnership:**
Looking for direct customers or distributors